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1971 NASA TURBINE COOLING RESEARCH STATUS REPORT 
by John N. B. Livingood, Herman H. Ellerbrock, and  Alber t  Kaufman 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
The turbine cooling program of the NASA Lewis Research Center is reviewed, This 
review covers work a t  Lewis and work being done for  Lewis under contract throughApr:>ii 
1971. The limitations of convection cooling, and the current s ta te  of the a r t  of such  eeol- 
ing methods a s  film cooling, impingement cooling, transpiration cooling, and fuel coolllag 
a r e  discussed. Analytical procedures and experimental facilities currently in use are 
described. Cooling concepts that might be applicable to aircraf t  engines of the future 
a r e  also presented. 
Both predicted and experimental flow and heat-transfer results a r e  presented for 
typical turbine vanes and blades. Predicted and experimental results a r e  compared when 
possible. As a result  of these comparisons, a reas  where further research is neeessar:r 
a r e  identified. 
In addition to flow and heat-transfer research,  vane and blade fabrication and strve-  
tural problems a r e  discussed, and the initial phases of blade life research currenrly in 
progress a r e  included. 
Some specific results a r e  worthy of note. For a convection cooled vane opera tag  at 
1811 K (2800' F) o r  higher, a 40-percent reduction in wall thickness (consistent with 
structural considerations) will yield a greater savings in coolant flow than would a 100- 
percent effective convection cooled vane (which, of course,  is impossible to achieve). 
477 K (400' F) reduction in coolant temperature o r  a 367 K (200' F) improvement in the 
limiting temperature capability of the material would require the same coolant flow; each. 
in turn requires less  coolant than a 100-percent effective convection cooled vane 
As chord s ize is decreased on a convection cooled blade, required coolant flow, ila 
general, increases. 
A method for scaling low -gas -temperature vane heat -transfer data to high gas tem- 
perature cases was verified with high gas temperature data and proved successful T~iis  
reduces the need for extensive high gas temperature runs. 
Temperature data obtained for a typical vane operated over a wide range of eondi- 
tions in a static cascade correlated within 10 percent when a temperature difference riitio 
was plotted against the coolant to gas flow ratio.  
The? NASA Lewis Research Center is engaged in a continuing program to investigate 
turbine cooling for  application to  aircraf t  gas turbine engines. This report (1) reviews 
that proga"arn, (2) indicates how and with what facilities the research is conducted, (3) 
presents some results that have been obtained to date, (4) discusses the potentials of var - 
~ O L I S  cooling methods, (5) discusses cooling concepts for future application, (6) discusses 
~ a n z  2nd. blade fabrication problems, and (7) discusses research being performed to im- 
prove vane and blade life. This report represents the status of work through April 1971. 
The trend in both military and commercial gas turbine engines is toward turbofan 
ang..ces having compact, high temperature, high pressure gas generators o r  "cores. " 
As  the turbine inlet temperature is increased, it is necessary to increase the compressor 
pressure ratio in order to obtain minimum specific fuel consumption; therefore, in- 
creases in  turbine inlet temperature will generally b e  accompanied by increases in the 
compressor  pressure ratio.  It seems probable that turbine inlet temperatures equivalent 
t~ *Lhose achieved by stoichiometric combustion will be  employed in at least some future 
gas turbine engines. For JP type of fuels burning at stoichiometric fuel-air ratios,  the 
resulting combustion gas temperature will b e  on the order of 2200 to 2480 K (3500' to * 
4000' F) o. higher. For gas temperatures up to about 2022 K (3000' F), the associated 
compressor pressure ratio may be  on the order  of 30 o r  40 to 1; for stoichiometric gas 
temperatures,  pressure ratios less  than 30 may be used. 
The NASA turbine cooling research goals a r e  
(1) To develop improved methods for predicting vane and blade local temperatures 
for all types of cooling processes 
( 2 )  To develop methods for predicting vane and blade life 
(3) To investigate cooling concepts for future high temperature, high pressure 
engines 
(4) To investigate advanced metal joining techniques that can be employed to fabri- 
cate vanes and blades having high cooling effectiveness 
Up to the present t ime convection cooling with a i r  has been the primary means of 
coolmg the vanes and blades of aircraft  gas turbines. In some instances augmentation of 
the cmnvection cooling has been achieved by the use of film cooling from holes o r  slots 
located in certain critical regions of the vane o r  blade airfoil. For the severe  cooling 
conditions anticipated for future high-temperature, high-pressure engines, it is unlikely 
that eisnvec~tion cooling alone will be  adequate; therefore, more effective cooling proc- 
esses such as  full-coverage film cooling and transpiration cooling will be  required. Ref- 
erence 1 ~Iiseusses  these various cooling methods, analyzes their limitations, and indi- 
cates their future potential in te rms  of turbine inlet temperature,  gas pressure,  and re l -  
z~tiv5 coolant-flow requirements. Reference 2 discusses the cooling potential of convec- 
tion cooled t-urbines, including the effects of reduced cooling temperature, for Mach 3 
flight conditions. References 3 to 11 report research that has been conducted a n  film and 
transpiration cooling; references 12 and 13 discuss impingement cooling. 
Presently most convection cooled turbine vanes and blades a r e  made from one--?re@e 
castings of nickel-base o r  cobalt-base high-temperature alloys. For some cooling s9,:li- 
cations, sheet metal inserts a r e  placed within the finished castings to provide i:=pL?ge- 
ment cooling. In order to use  some of the most effective advanced convection cooli-g ~ o a -  
cepts, the vanes and blades may have to be  fabricated in  separate s u b a ~ s e m b l ~ e s  ar3 :lie- 
joined together. Two promising joining processes that might be  used to bond vane arpa 
blade subcomponents together with resulting high joint efficiencies a r e  activated di fhs ion 
brazing and gas -pressure welding. Both of these processes a r e  discussed in refer - 
ence 14. 
The major Lewis Res eareh Center experimental research facilities for turbine c col- 
ing a r e  a static cascade facility, a modified 5-75 research engine, and a flow appar%fus 
for studies of airflow within vanes, blades, and turbine disk components. Some of the 
initial results obtained from these facilities a s  well a s  results obtained from eontrr ztual 
research a r e  presented herein. 
Experimental results from the static cascade and engine facilities cover C O ~ ~ U S I ~ ~ O ~  
gas temperatures ranging from about 828 to 1505 K (1030' to 2250' F) ,  gas pressures 
from 12 to 96 newtons per square centimeter (18 to 140 psia) and coolant temparatn:es 
from 297 to 756 K (75' to 900' F).  Results from the flow facility a r e  for a i r  ternpe- - 
atures ranging from 300 to 81 1 K (80' to 1 0 0 0 ~  F)  and inlet pressures from 191 to 5581 rev7- 
tons per square centimeter (28 to 73 psia) 
Some of the material presented herein appears in reference 15, a paper presented a?: 
the Aircraft Propulsion Conference at the Lewis Research Center on November 18- 19, 
1970. 
Assistance in the preparation of parts of this report was given by R. P. Dengler , 
D. 5. Gauntner, J W. Gauntner, H. J. Gladden, J. F.  Lubomski, and PI. T. Riebxrds 
This assistance is greatly appreciated by the authors. 
METHODS FOR TURBINE BLADE COOLING 
DESCRIPTION OF COOLING METHODS 
Several methods of turbine blade cooling with a i r  a s  the coolant a r e  illustrated on the 
left side of figure 1. The least complicated method shown is convection cooli-lsg (fig. l(a)) 
where heat picked up by the  blade from the hot gas is conducted through the blade laall to 
cooling a i r  that is flowing through internal passages in the blade. A variation of cent7ee- 
tion cooling that can be used in certain local areas  on the blade is impingemerkt cooiicg 
Cooling a i r  
( a) Convection cooling. 
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Figure 1. - Methods for  t u r b i n e  blade cooling. 
;Iliustrated in figure l(b). In this method, jets of cooling a i r  a r e  directed against the in- 
ces sL1rfaee of the blade wall to  transfer heat from the metal to the coolant in a more effi- 
zie-%t vay than can b e  done with normal convection cooling. Even more efficient use of 
the :ooling a i r  can be made with film cooling by passing the a i r  through holes o r  slots in 
shp b h d e  wall so  a s  t o  establish a film of relatively cool a i r  on the outer surface of the 
blade (fig. li(c)). The cooling effect of this film dissipates quickly in the presence of the 
gas stream and the film must be renewed with additional holes i f  more than local cooling 
is desired. Figure l(d) shows these additional cooling holes a s  full coverage film cool- 
ing 'The most efficient use  of cooling a i r  can b e  attained with transpiration cooling by 
passing the a i r  through a porous wall to establish a complete and continuous biardket cf  
cool a i r  on the outer surface of the blade (fig. P(e)). 
EXAMPLES OF COOLED CONFIGURATIONS 
Three typical blade eonfigurations incorporating the various cooling methods d2- 
scribed a r e  also shown in figures l(f)  to (h) . In figure l ( f )  , three of the cooling rne-tnses 
described above a r e  combined. The cooling a i r  enters the blade in several  paralie; r a  - 
dial flow paths. Air in the forwardmost flow path impinges on the inner surface of 21% 
leading edge of the blade through a radial array of holes. This a i r  then flows chtlrdnrise 
toward the r e a r  on both sides of the blade to convection cool the forward portion of : re  
blade immediately behind the leading edge. Slots in the blade wall transfer the ajr :o :he 
outer surface of the blade to establish a film-cooling layer.  Air in the midchord rcglnn 
flows radially outward ir, channels adjacent to the blade outer wall. This airflow r-:>kes s 
980' turn at the blade tip to enter the central midchord cavity. The air  then flows r a d i -  
ally inward and discharges from the central cavity through trailing edge slots 
Figure l(g) is an example of an all-impingement cooled blade. Cooling air entcrs 
this blade in radial flow in the central cavity and passes through holes in the insert so 
impinge on the inner surface of the blade wall. All cooling air  then flows chordvas 5 I o 
the r ea r  between the blade wall and the inser t  to further convectioli cool the blade. The 
cooling a i r  exits through convection cooling slots in the trailing edge of the blade 
Figure 1 (h) is a transpiration-cooled blade. A fluted support s t rut  is the strucrural 
par t  of the blade. The porous material, which is the blade wall, is attached to  this P ~ t e d  
strut.  The channels formed by the flutes act a s  radial coolant flow passages. F rom 
these channels, the coolant passes through the porous wall, picks up heat by c o n v e ~ ~ i c n ,  
and forms a protective film on the outer surface of the blade. 
POTENTIALS OF COOLING METHODS 
SIMPLIFIED COMPARISON OF COOLING M D H O D S  
To date, convection cooling has been the primary means of cooling gas turbi~?e l -  
gines, with some augmentation of this cooling using film cooling slots in critical regions. 
At the severe cooling conditions expected in future engines, it is likely that eonveel:or, 
cooling alone will be inadequate, and more advanced cooling schemes such a s  full cover- 
age film and transpiration cooling will have to b e  used. The potentials of con~;cctic:~ cool- 
ing can be  determined in a relatively simple manner by considering the blades a s  kcaz ex- 
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Figure 2. - Potentials of cooling methods. 
Outside metal temperature, 1255 K (1800' F); 
coolant temperature, 811 K ( 1 0 0 0 ~  F); wall 
thickness, 0.127 centimeter (0.05 in. ); gas 
pressure, atmospheres; convection effi- 
ciency, 0.7; f i lm cooling efficiency, 0.6; 
t ranspirat ion cooling efficiency, 0.8. 
changers and evaluating the cooling requirements on a basis of the heat capacity of the 
eoolir:g air flowing through the blades. An example of such an evaluation is shown in fig- 
are 2 {irorn ref.  1) a s  a relationship of relative coolant flow required and turbine-inlet 
temperature. For this evaluation, a convection efficiency of 0 .7  was assumed. Convec - 
"con eificiency is defined a s  the ratio of the r i s e  in  cooling a i r  temperature to the maxi- 
mum potential r i s e  in cooling a i r  temperature. Mathematically this can be expressed a s  
Ix is far ther assumed that the blade temperature T is 1255 K (1800' F ) ,  the coolant 
w, 0 
tem?e--a."ure T is 811 K (1000~ F) ,  the gas s t ream pressure is 20 atmospheres, and e ,  i 
Pile Sl;de wall thickness is 0. 127 centimeter (0.05 in. ). As a basis of comparison, the 
coo;lrc f low required to convectively cool the blade at a turbine inlet temperature of 
164 5 F (2500' F) was assigned the value of one. All other coolant flows were referenced 
r 3  t k s  basis. As can be seen in figure 2, the required coolant flow for convection cooling 
r i ses  very ;iqapidly over the range of turbine inlet temperatures considered. At 1922 K 
j3000° F3, the required coolant flow is three times that required at 1645 K (2500' F). 
Also shown in figure 2 a r e  curves for full-coverage film and transpiration-cooled 
blades. The same conditions were used to develop these curves a s  were used for the con- 
vection curve except that the efficiency of film cooling was assumed to be 0 .6  and the ef- 
fieie,?cy of transpiration cooling was assumed to be  0 .8 .  The definitions of these effieien- 
cies a r e  the same a s  for  the convection efficiency except that the blade outside surface 
temperature is substituted for the blade inside surface temperature. From figure 2 ; C  
can be  seen that the required coolant flows for full-coverage film and transpiratrax cceb- 
ing at 1645 K (2500' F) a r e  about 60 and 40 percent of the required convection coolir- 
respectively. When turbine inlet temperature is increased to 1922 K (3000' l') , tke -e- 
quired coolant flow increases by about 50 percent for full-coverage film and by zbcsu: 40 
percent for transpiration cooling. ]Even at 2200 K (3500' F) ,  the required eoola-d tl.?i,i.s 
for these two cooling methods compare favorably with the required coolant flovr T C ~  c32- 
vection cooling at a turbine inlet temperature of 1645 K (2500' F). Thus it can k e  sesV-l 
that under the assigned environmental conditions, convection cooling is ineffeetipre a"- the 
higher turbine inlet temperatures. 
At temperature levels where convection cooling can provide adequate protection,  ow- 
ever,  this method does have several advantages over film and transpiration coolicg. The 
holes or  slots in the blade wall that a r e  required for film cooling and the porous vaal B 2;l.t 
is required for transpiration cooling result in structures that a r e  inherently weaker I hap 
the solid wall of a convection-cooled blade. Also, these opening in the blade walls a--42 
susceptible to vibration and fatigue failures. Foreign-object damage and clogging of the 
very small  coolant passages by surface oxidation o r  dirty cooling a i r  can be ser-ious 
problems in film or  transpiration-cooled blades. Cooling a i r  flowing through film cccbzng 
holes and porous walls may also affect aerodynamic performance. Fabrication tech - 
niques for  film and transpiration-cooled blades a r e  usually more complicated and more 
unconventional than the fabrication techniques for convection-cooled blades. Therefore. 
ways of improving convection cooling should be investigated. 
POSSIBLE IMPROVUV\ENTS I N  CONVECTION COOLING 
Some possible improvements in convection cooling a r e  shown in figure 3 (from 
re f .  1). These improvements a r e  for the conditions represented by the square syn-n"sl in 
Cooling a i r  
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F igure 3. - Improving convection cooling. Gas temperature, 1783 K ( 2 7 5 0 ~  F). 
f i g ~ r ?  2 .  First ,  consider the possible improvement with increased convective efficiency. 
If a -Jane cooling configuration with an ideal, but unobtainable, 100-percent convection ef - 
ficlezey ~:ou%d be produced, the relative coolant flow ratio could b e  reduced a s  shown by 
the  bar 9-1 tne left of figure 3 .  Approximately the same magnitude of coolant flow reduc- 
ticr c a ~  ke obtained by reducing the vane wall thickness from 0. 127 to 0.076 centimeter 
(6.053 I o  0.03 in. ) as  shown by the ba r  on the right of figure 3. Thinner walls result in 
a smaller 1:emperature drop through the walls. For a constant outside wall surface tem- 
p e r a h r e ,  which may be determined by oxidation limitations, a smaller temperature drop 
th~oklgh tne wall results in a larger  temperature difference between the wall temperature 
arid Llae cooling a i r  temperature. This larger  temperature diff erence permits better uti- 
lizrtros; of the cooling a i r  by allowing higher cooling air  temperature r i s e s .  It can be 
concluded, therefore, that for high temperature anplications, the wall should be made a s  
thir  2s possible consistent with structural considerations such a s  thin wall material  prop- 
e r t ~ e s  , foreign object damage, gas pressure forces,  and oxidation effects. 
%en greater improvements in convection cooling can be  obtained by reducing the 
coc iarrt temperature o r  increasing the allowable vane metal temperature. The center 
bars in figure 3 show the effects of a reduction in cooling a i r  temperature or  an increase 
in k'-,%e allowable vane wall temperature. Comparison of the bars  in figure 3 shows reduc- 
tiosls in coding a i r  temperature or  increases in allowable metal temperature a r e  far 
more effective in permitting either higher turbine inlet temperature or  lower coolant flow 
rates than will ever be  possible by improving the cooling efficiencies of convection cooled 
turb-~e vanes. 
EXPERIMENTAL - APPROACH FOR EVALUATION OF COOLED CONFlGURATBONS 
Experimental evaluations were made on air-cooled configurations to  verify that the 
c - r i i ~ r i ~  used in the design of these configurations were valid. To provide accurate inputs 
for c9eeking the design calculations, the temperature, pressure,  and flow ra te  of both the 
gas stream and the cooling a i r  a r e  measured in  the experimental testing. The design 
cril-eria cz.n then be modified and refined on the basis of experimental results.  The im- 
pr3ved design cr i ter ia  could then be  used to produce better configurations. Ideally, these 
wcll-designed configurations would not have to be subjected to expensive developmental 
tes t i+~g to determine unknown effects that were not accounted for in the design. Typical 
p ~ * o c ~ d u r e s  for determining cooling a i r ,  gas s t ream,  and metal temperature conditions 
experimentally a r e  illustrated below. 
COOLING AIRFLOW DBSTRIBUTION SBUDBES 
On the cooling a i r  side, the distribution of the cooling a i r  in the various passages 
within the configuration is very important. This flow distribution can be  determined from 
airflow studies on the actual configuration. Such a study on a typical air-cooled vane cor - 
figuration is described in  the following paragraphs. 
Descr ipt ion of Typical Air-Cooled Vane 
The typical vane configuration referred to is shown in figure 4 and h e o r p r a t e s  sew-- 
era1 convective cooling techniques a s  well a s  localized film cooling to  achieve an effeeti:re 
cooling design. Vanes of this particular configuration were obtained from a y\iend~r i.3 
private industry and were designed for operation in a gas environment of 1645 K 
(2500' F) .  Based on a coolant temperature of 672 K (750' F), the design coolant flow 
ra te  was 3.5 percent of the total gas flow rate.  
Cooling a i r  entering this vane flows into a plenum within the hollow tip platform. 
From here,  a portion of this cooling a i r  is directed into a radial tube in the leading-edge 
Tra i l i ng  
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Figure 4. - Air-cooled t u r b i n e  vane. 
regit-- Ail: from this tube then flows through slots in the tube to impinge on the vane 
leading edge to  effectively cool this region. Continuing on, this a ir  then splits up and 
J.ows -earviard in a chordwise direction through finned passages on both the pressure and 
sa.1~13 9I sides of the vane and eventually exits beneath the vane hub platform from a radial 
eaviky The remaining portion of cooling a i r  entering the vane is directed from the tip 
pla"iiorrn plenum to a cavity in the vane midchord region. From here the a i r  flows 
thrsu,h an array of small  holes in a pair of sheet metal inserts to impinge and cool the 
a ternal  sssjes of both the pressure and suction surfaces of the vane. After impinging on 
the respective surfaces,  the air  flows toward the r e a r  from both sides to meet in a com- 
p l e i ~ ~ m  from which the a i r  further splits into three paths. Some of the air  exits 
through radial slots in the vane pressure surface to provide a film of cooling a i r  for the 
rer-alnixng portion of the vane pressure surface to the trailing edge. Some of the a i r  also 
"OWS through radial slots in the vane suction surface to provide film cooling for the r e -  
xaisurng vane suction surface in the trailing edge region. The other path for the remain- 
ing c ~ o l l n g  airflow is provided by a split trailing edge. The split trailing edge passage 
~ncorporates a large number of structural pin fins which also act as  turbulators and pro- 
vide rddditional heat transfer surface. 
TI) fabricating the small  numbers of vanes and blades of each test  configuration r e -  
qurred iF9r res earch purposes, techniques such a s  brazing, electron beam welding (EBW), 
and electric discharge machining (EDM) o r  electro-chemical machining (ECM) were 
tased Extensive use of these machining and joining techniques made it possible to incor- 
$oi.i~. :Tery intricate cooling geometries without requiring a long development program. 
111 general, fabrication of vanes and blades was achieved by f i rs t  machining cooling geom- 
etries int,s integral base-airfoil blade halves - the parting line being along the leading and 
cra4l:ng edges. Sheet metal components were added (through brazing cycles) to complete 
vaL-loaxs cooling passages, and finally the suction surface and pressure surface base- 
air1c:l Shaaie halves were joined together by electron beam welding. It sshuld be  empha- 
sized, however, that the fabrication techniques used a r e  not necessarily those that would 
be i ecommended for production hardware. More discussion on this will be  given later.  
The basic material used in  fabricating these research vanes and blades was Udirnet 
703 This choice was dictated by the relative ease of machining and joining this material  
corn~gased with other high-temperature, high-strength materials. In addition, extended 
blade life labas not a requirement because the tests  proposed for heat-transfer research 
p ~ ~ ~ p s e s  were of short duration. 
Tests were conducted with the vane illustrated (fig. 4) in a stationary test  r ig  (non- 
. 
ro-2at:ng) to determine the cooling airflow distribution and pressure changes within the 
va.-e Beat-transfer tes ts  in both static and rotating test  r igs  have also been conducted 
on 3e illustrated vane. The facilities used to obtain data for this and other tes t  vane 
corf gura$l.ons will now be discussed. 
Air f low Dist r ibut ion Test Apparatus 
In order  to study the heat transfer characteristics of cooled turbine vanes a:-nd blades 
a detailed knowledge of the flow distribution and pressure changes a s  the coolant flows 
through the internal cooling passages is required. Such detailed flow measurements ean- 
not be  made during heat-transfer tes ts  on an engine because of space limitations for  ir- 
strumentation leads. Therefore,  it is necessary to instrument the vanes and f1cw test 
them in a separate flow distribution apparatus in order  to obtain the required eweri- 
mental flow characteristics. An example of the testing of a vane and the apparatus us& 
is given in  the following discussion of figure 5. 
In order  to determine the flow distribution in the various parts of the -vane, both flow 
measurements and pressure measurements were made. Static pressure taps were in- 
stalled at the hub, midspan, and tip sections on the vane a s  illustrated in fig-ure 5(a). 
Those at stations 7 and 8 were located within 0. 25 centimeter (0. 10 in. ) of the leading 
edge end of the suction and pressure side flow passages. Those at stations 9 and 10 were 
located within 0.38 centimeter (0. 15 in . )  of the entrance to the metering slots thai feed 
the suction and pressure film cooling slots. Those at station 11 were localed within 0 .25 
centimeter (0. 10 in .)  of the entrance to the split trailing edge. Several other pressure 
measurements were made in the leading edge flow passages and in the flow eollectcrs 1s 
be discussed. Details of these installations a r e  available in reference 16. A11 pressures 
measured were estimated to b e  accurate to within 1t0.034 newtons per  square centimeter 
(0.05 psi). 
The flow that entered the vane tip through a supply tube exited through four cpenings. 
Pn order to measure the amount of flow exiting through each of the openings, four flow 
collectors were fastened to the vane at the following locations: one at the v a ~ e  base lead- 
ing edge region, one covering each of the two film cooling slots,  and one swroucding the  
split trailing edge. The arrangement of the trailing edge flow collectors is sho~rn  in  fig- 
u r e  5(b). The leading edge cooling a i r  collector was a 1.27-centimeter (0.5-in. ) diam- 
eter stainless steel tube which was welded in place to  cover the discharge passage in the 
vane base. The other three collectors were closed-end steel cylinders wit5 a eonPoured 
slot. For ambient tes t s ,  these cylinders were attached with an air-curing silieene seal-  
ant. Band clamps provided the necessary support for the three collecting tanks -ca reszst 
the internal pressure.  Air from each of these collectors exited through I, 2'7-centfrnet~r 
(0.5 -in. ) diameter tubing. 
The system described was satisfactory for testing at ambient temperature. Wowe~ier. 
even with the addition of a high temperature sealant, which was continuous --use rated at 
589 K (600' F), the three collectors could not be  sealed with the vane assembly raised lo 
367 K (200' F) o r  higher. For tes ts  at temperatures above ambient, therefore, only the 
leading edge collector could be used. 
To rotameter 
To rotameter 
(a) Cross-section of air-cooled vane. (b) Vane and ai r f low collector assembly. 
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(c)  Schematic diagram of a i r f low d is t r ibu t ion  test apparatus. 
F igure 5. - A i r f l ow d is t r ibu t ion  test apparatus. 
T" ds:amet~ers were installed in the inlet supply piping and downstream of each of the 
2~lle:tors. 'The rotameters used were commercial models calibrated for a i r  at  densities 
car rss  mriding to those expected during operation. The accuracy to be expected from 
k e s e  ~ . e t e r s  was 0 .5  percent of full scale. For elevated a i r  temperature tes t s ,  the 
he,ited t?_ir was coobed to room t e m p e r a h r e  before being passed through the rotameters.  
T IT . .  *> 
. .. 2, instrumented vane assembly was installed in  a flow distribution apparatus shown 
s c h e r ~ ~ c i c a l %  y in figure 5(c). Laboratory service a i r  at 96 newtons per square centimeter 
(1 25 ps:g) was dried, filtered, and passed through two successive pressure regulators to 
a rotameter calibrated for inlet weight flow measurement. The a i r  was then directed 
& ' r o u g h  a triple-pass 25-kilowatt electric heater. The heater could be manually o r  auto- 
rzatta:?.; cantrolled to provide a i r  temperatures up to 811 115 (1000' I?) for flow rates  be- 
tween 4.54 and 4 5.4 grams per  second (0.01 and 0 . 1  lbm/sec). The vane was attatB:t^ iad 
a s  near to this heater a s  was practical with well-insulated piping. 
The a i r  from the vane leading edge exit passage was ducted to the a i r  cooler 3-?1 
from this point through a throttling valve to a rotameter m d  then discharged Lc: a,n-?^,.s -
pheric pressure.  This permitted controlling back pressure on the leading edge exSf :?.: - 
sage. Air that exited through the trailing edge passages entered a hot-air col-ec:o .;?d 
was discharged to the atmosphere outside the test  cell. 
Ambient a i r  tes ts  were also run with the same apparatus with the electric . !~g?zt i~ b)--
passed. For these tests ,  flow entered the four collectors and the weight flow f r c ~  Faen 
collector was measured by a rotameter. 
STATIC-CASCADE BESTING 
Heat-transfer tes ts  were conducted for the vane shown in figure 4 in a static @,,scadc. 
The vane test  section is shown in a plan view in figure 6(a). A photograph of %I-e i r s l ~ i l e f ~  
vane pack is shown in figure 6@) .  The cascade was designed for continuous operat-cn Z L ~  
an average inlet gas temperature of I645 K (2500' F) and at pressures  up to 133 sne1;ji;jiijens 
per square centimeter (150 psia). This cascade is capable of operating at an aver- 2 2  
temperature of 1922 K (3000' F) for short periods of time. 
As shown in figure 6(a), the test  section contains four vanes. The central two ??>eS 
a r e  used to collect tes t  data, and the outer two vanes a r e  used to provide flow ckas??els 
for the test  vanes and to act a s  radiation shields between the test  vanes and the watpr - 
cooled walls. 
Cooling a i r  is supplied to the vanes through three independently metered systeY?s 
One system is used to supply cooling a i r  to the two central vanes and the other xyslerrs 
a r e  used to supply cooling a i r  to each of the outer vanes. The cooling a i r  to tke  ee:! raL 
vanes can be  preheated to approximately 1033 K (1400' F) to represent compresso- b2cen 
a i r .  The cascade facility and associated hardware and the instrumentation and recca-ding 
systems a r e  described in more  detail in  reference 17. 
The instrumentation for the cascade is separated into two parts: general eperx,ac 
instrumentation and research instrumentation. The operational instrumentatlrrn zscs-sts 
"'DsSb "2s  of those sensors  required to measure pant i t ies  such a s  fuel flow ra te ,  fuel pl ,, 
and temperatures,  cooling water flow ra tes ,  cooling water pressures and temperah i-es, 
etc. Most of this instrumentation is connected to visual readouts in the controi Poem 
The research instrumentation consists of traversing probes upstream of the kaae rcw to 
measure inlet total pressures  and temperatures,  static wall pressure taps upstr ea T. and 
3$ en t h e  downstream of the vane row, internal pressure taps and surface thermocouple,
test  vanes, and various fuel, cooling a i r ,  and combustion airflow metering devices ,Msd 
0 Static p ressure  
Total p ressure  
0 Total temperature 
\ 
- Observation ports -/' 
la) Plan view 
lb) Vane pack insta l led i n  cascade. 
Figure 6. - Static cascade. 
included for research purposes a r e  three viewing ports,  which a r e  used for optical :her - 
mometry. A system has been developed for use with the cascade which involves a photo- 
graphic procedure using commercially available infrared film and a calibrating proeedur e 
which uses a reference thermocouple. This method is described more fully in  refer  - 
ence 18. A typical isotherm map is shown on the right side of figure 7. Located on the 
map a r e  the positions of the reference thermocouple and a row of film cooling holes. 
This cascade was designed primarily for heat-transfer studies; however, it is desir- 
able to know the aerodynamic characteristics of the cascade and how they compare with a 
Reference temperature 0 1 
\- thermocouole location 7 L - . . L - ~  






Isotherm map C S - i i r j 8 2  
Figure 7. -Temperature measurement by infrared photography. 
full annular vane row. The velocity distribution around the test  vanes can be  seriously 
affected by the cascade end wall, and this in  turn will affect the calculation of gas side 
heat-transfer coefficients. The aerodynamic characteristics of this cascade w e  dis-  
cussed in  reference 19. The investigation reported in reference 19 considered flow 
around solid vanes only and did not consider secondary-flow ejection to the maim air - 
s t ream (secondary flow can consist of a i r  ejected through slots o r  holes, a i r  ejected 
through a split trailing edge, a i r  ejected u n i f ~ r m l y  over the vane surface (such as a pe - 
rous surface),  or  a combination of these types of flow). Secondary-air ejection ears affect 
the performance of a vane row. An analytical investigation of the effect of secondary flow 
on turbine performance is discussed in references 20 and 21. An experimental investi- 
of this problem is discussed in references 22, 23, and 24. 
RESEARCH ENGINE TESTING 
A test  -bed turbojet research engine shown schematically in  figure 8 is used in the 
Lewis turbine cooling research program to provide an engine environment for the exper- 
r Slave blade r Slave vane 
Cascade of 
Engine 
- - - - - - 
CD-11060-33 
Figure 8. -Turbine  cooling research engine. 
:rne?l': I evaluation of vane and blade configurations. This engine can be operated at tu r -  
5111.; indet temperatures up to 164 5 K (2500° F) and pressure levels to about 3 atmos - 
sheyes T:le turbine rotor contains a cascade of five test  blades. This tes t  cascade is 
soo!zc bj7 a0 airflow that can be controlled in temperature and flow ra te  independently of 
, p - r i I ~ w  for the remaining slave blades in the rotor.  A balanced-pressure labyrinth 
se-' is used on the engine to minimize leakage of tes t  blade cooling a i r  at the stationary- 
! c - r i ,  at~rag transfer point near the engine centerline. In reference 25, an experimental 
k z a c  e i19:v study of such a seal  is presented. A combination experimental and analyt- 
1 ~ 2 ,  study sf the entire tes t  blade cooling airflow path from the engine centerline through 
the S'ades 4s presented in reference 26. With an independent cooling system for the test  
c ~ s c s d e ,  the determination of cooling airflow is more accurate and the slave blades can 
be zs?tinuously cooled with a conservative coolant flow ra te  at  a conservative cooling a i r  
te=perafure while the test  blades a r e  being evaluated over ranges of coolant flow ra tes  
an2 temperatures. A similar tes t  cascade of five vanes and a dual cooling a i r  system for 
ces: -7anes and slave vanes is used also in the vane row. 
T efiilperatures on the blade and vane surfaces a r e  measured with thermocouples. 
@xrr?ctyS7, the thermocouple signals from the rotating blades a r e  transferred to station- 
a ry  r,?ad-out equipment through a slip-ring. Development work is now in progress on a 
1-oL2tlsag shaft-mounted microelectronics data system which will accomplish this signal 
:r;lxnsfer with a rotary transformer. This data system is discussed in reference 27. A 
rotating car r ie r  package with 10 pressure transducers is also being developed to r 2-ke 
rotating pressure measurements on the blades. Signals from the transducer o ~ - i p ~ " s  -ATA- 
also be fed through the shaft data system. A more extensive description sf tlie zesedrrr 
engine is presented in reference 17. 
At the pressure levels for which this engine operates, heat fluxes a r e  60-vv car:pxTe6 
with thoen in present advanced engines and in future engines. High heat fl?ilx~hs ea;ss 
large wall temperature gradients and create cooling problems, particularly 3~t+~k o, 2r; ec - 
tion cooling a s  discussed in reference I. Plans a r e  under way for the csnstrceu"zcp~- i 1 a 
new turbine facility that will operate at pressures  up to 414 newtons per square :e I - 
meter (600 psi) and gas temperatures up to  2480 K (4000' F) to investigate t h e  p ro>iers  
of cooling future turbines. It is planned to have an  external source of high pressure 2-'L- 
for  the turbine facility, and the turbine power will be absorbed by water brakes. 
COOLING CONCEPTS ..- FOR FUTURE APPLICATION 
A detailed description of a typical a i r  cooled vane currently under invest~garior: ?as 
been given. This vane (fig. 4) incorporates film, impingement, and convection eos: ng. 
To obtain the cooling performance that will be  required for the higher temperature e. -y7 i -  
ronments of future engines, more sophisticated internal configurations will be  req,,;l ed. 
This will probably mean more finning of smaller thicknesses and closer spac rig fo - con- 
vection cooled configurations, perforated inserts to direct the jets to the proper p lzees  
for impingement cooled configurations, and new ideas for supportbg the walls af ?L' - 
coverage film and transpiration cooled configurations. These requirements vri.11 ccces - 
sitate studies of vane and blade configurations for both heat -transfer and stre:clura, ens; - 
acteristics.  The following sections describe some of the probable cooling co~-d;giirsis~ns 
that a r e  proposed for u se  in vanes for advanced engines. 
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED VANE 
The vane shown in figure 9(a) is cooled by a combination of film and convection flows 
with impingement augmentation in the leading edge. Cooling a i r  enters the midchord as-- 
ity of the vane a s  radial flow from the inlet a i r  tube. Some of this a i r  passes througl: a 
radial a r ray  of holes to impinge on the inside surface of the leading edge. This air t5en 
flows along the inside surface on both sides of the vane to be discharged into the gas 
s t ream through film cooling holes. The remainder of the cooling a i r  in the rnidchcra ca.i - 
ity enters parallel chordwise passages on both sides of the vane and flows toward the  
trailing edge. These passages a r e  formed by adding thin sheet metal covers f o  t he  ccps cf 
(a) Film-convection cooling. ( b )  Film-impingement cooling. 
CD-11061-33 (c) Full-coverage f i lm cooling (laminated sheet metal). 
Figure 9. - Advanced cooling concepts. 
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(d l  Full-coverage f i l m  cool ing (laminated platelets). (e) Transpirat ion cooling. 
F igure 9. - Concluded. 
an a r r ay  of parallel fins machined into the vane wall. The sheet metal covers confine the 
airflow to convective cooling in the chordwise passages. All of this a i r  exits t5rcugl-n 2 
spit trailing edge to convectively cool this part  of the vane. 
FILM-IM PINGEMENT COOLED VANE 
The vane shown in figure 9(b) is film-cooled in the trailing edge sectiori and :wzplnge- 
ment cooled in the leading edge and midchord sections. This cooling is augmented by een- 
vection cooling in the split trailing edge and in the midchsrd where the a i r  from tlrc im-. 
pingement jets exits toward the trailing edge. This is the same vane shown in figure 4 ,  
this vane configuration is also used a s  the slave vane in the cascade (fig. 6) and the  r e -  
search  engine (fig. 8). The vane was made from a one-piece casting with a slotted tube 
in the leading edge and a perforated insert  in the midchord to provide impingement cooling 
!I; these areas. Pin fins were cast in the split trailing edge to  improve the convection 
c.wlttcg cf :his region. The film cooling slots were made by EDM. 
FULL-COVERAGE FILM COOLED VANES 
T-vd -ypes of full-coverage film cooled vanes a r e  considered. One is constructed 
f-om an,c.lr:inated sheet metal and the other from laminated platelets. The number of film 
cmEing 2jection holes can be controlled in the fabrication of either type, thus assuring 
f~ _ ccwxage. High convective cooling efficiency is also obtained because of the heat 
pi:kag by t h ~  cooling a i r  a s  it passes through the film cooling passages in the vane wall; 
ttla: grea,er the  number of film cooling passages, the more effective is this convection 
eac l iq  
Laminated S h e e l  Meta l  Vane  
The vzne shown in figure 9(c) is a full-coverage film cooled vane made of laminated 
sl- cet mcizP (Lamilloy) . Coolant passages a r e  photoetched in the individual laminates be- 
foye bord i r  g So form flat sheet stock. The laminated sheet is then die-formed into an a i r -  
f ~ , '  ccnl;auo. The size and spacings of the holes (fig. 9(c)) can be  varied freely to distrib- 
u te  cke 6301ing airflow a s  required. The hole s izes  on the vane vary from 0.036 to 0.058 
ee~lirirererc (10 0145 to 0.023 in. ) in diameter. The hole spacings a r e  0.173 to 0.224 
cent ime1 s?: (10 068 to 0.096 in. ). 
T LC 3et~oji-t Diesel-Allison Division of the General Motors Corporation is investigat- 
i-,e C- tks  :yge material and the fabrication of vanes from this material under contract 
Tit& 3 - -313. Results of these contractual studies a r e  presented in references 28 and 29. 
B~~secI on i i e w ,  oxidation, and strength tests  of this material ,  the contractor designed, 
$aS,ric3~?d~ tested a vane. Discussion of results of these experimental studies will be 
pr esented later. 
Laminated Platelet Vane  
The vzne shown in figure 9(d) is another full-coverage film cooled vane made from a 
large ~iunclber of 0.025-centimeter (0.010-in. ) thick metal platelets which a r e  diffusion 
bonded logether. The outer periphery of each platelet is shaped to the contour of the a i r -  
fcrl 2.f 3file. The center of each platelet is cut out to provide a central cooling a i r  cavity. 
Each p!lteI.et is photoetched to provide cooling passages from the central cavity to the 
outer -ivh9% o:" the vane. These platelets a r e  of two types that a r e  placed alternately in the 
assembly. Mating passages horn two adjacent platelets a r e  required to complete tl:: d n  
path. (See the inset in fig. 9(d). ) Each photoetched coolant passage in the upper gl;itele: 
(shown in the inset in fig. 9(d)) consists of a slot through the platelet (in line with Yrlc i- 2 - 
num chamber in the lower platelet) and a relatively wide duct connecting this s 0.' to  ae 
outer surface of the vane. The photoetched coolant passage in the Bower platelet eors9s:s 
of a bell-mouth inlet, a pore (the s ize of which determines the coolant passage Il oiv - Z ~ C E '  
and a plenum. The slot in the upper platelet and the plenum in the lower platelet ~c 
alined to form a continuous flow path. Cooling a i r  f l o ~ n g  through the csmbinaeio.: @ "  
coolant passages in the two adjacent platelets film cools the outer wall of the V L ~ J I ~  9'-e 
multiplicity of passages provides for full-coverage film cooling. Convection cs..sl ng i 
the vane wall also occurs along the flow path through the platelets. In the vane sCow/s OR 
the left of figure 9 ( d ) ,  all  of the vane outer surface except the extreme trailing edge ~ e -  
gion is cooled by full-coverage film cooling. The trailing edge is convectively ccoEcd '3-y 
a i r  that is dueted through long photoetehed passages in the platelets that connect t ~ e  c.;l:- 
t r a l  cavity with the trailing edge. 
Laminated platelet material  is being made under contract NAX 3 -110495 by Aero- et 
Liquid Rocket Company. Results of the investigation a r e  presented in reference 20 
This investigation covered a study of the flow characteristics t hough  the small  piro-3 - 
etched passages, the effects of oxidation on the coolant flow for platelets made fron: Y2 
nickel chromium, and the strength of a diffusion bonded TD nickel chromium p1atc.l~: 2s - 
sembly at a metal temperature of 11225 K (1800' F). From data obtained in this i nvcs t~ -  
gation, a full coverage film cooled vane was designed and fabricated. Five vanes a-e 
available for testing in the cascade shown in figure 6. 
TRANS PlRATlON COOLED VANE 
A transpiration cooled vane is shown in figure 9(e). The outer shell of the v&n&; 1s 
made by winding a flattened wire around a mandrel, removing the mandrel, splittins :?:e 
wire-form tube, sintering and rolling to  obtain the desired permeability. The poru-ci 
shell is electron beam welded to a s t rut  to form the vane airfoil contour. The strut e - p -  
ports the porous wall and also divides the central part of the vane into separate e m  :-g 
a i r  chambers. Cooling airflow into each chamber is controlled by a properly s>zed  7- - 
ifice. The cooling a i r  flows from the chambers through the porous wall to coo 1 II e ,,al-e, 
Transpiration cooling has been under investigation for some time. Curtiss -Wr:gP: 
has built and successfully operated transpiration cooled turbines. Results of s o m e  0% the 
Curtiss-Wright tes ts  a r e  published in references 31 to 33. 
TY PlCAL FLOW AND HEAT TRANSFER RESULTS 
,4s a result of research both at Lewis and by contractors, flow and heat transfer 
knowledge is being accumulated. Some typical examples of results being obtained will 
now be given for the different types of vane cooling configurations previously discussed. 
COOLANT FLOW RESEARCH 
Tra i l i ng  Edge Fr i c t ion  Factors 
Friction factors for staggered tube arrangements were studied by Kays and London 
( re f  . 34) and were used to compare with experimental friction factors determined for the 
"I.ai,ii,?g edge of the vane shown in figure 4 .  A cross-sectional view of the vane trailing 
edge sshov,.jng the staggered pin fin arrangement appears in figure 10. The friction fac- 
tors a r e  shown in figure 11. The Reynolds number (abscissa) in figure 11 is based on the 
hydraulic diameter of the minimum flow a rea  in the finned trailing edge. From these r e -  
sults, and from other attempts to correlate flow data for other parts of the vane, a s  illus- 
trated i n  reference 16, more detailed flow studies must be made in full-size o r  over-size 
models before a complete understanding of the vane flow characteristics is possible. 
Figure 10. - Cross-sectional view of split 
t r a i l i n g  edge of vane of f i gu re  4. 
This report 
- Ref. 34 
Reynolds number, (W~,D~)/(A~,, min, p 
Figure 11. - Trailing-edge friction factor as function of Reynolds number. 
Flow Studies in Models 
The initial detailed investigation of some of the flow characteristics were made at 
Lewis Research Center and a r e  reported in reference 35.  This reference reports exper- 
imental discharge coefficients obtained for thick plate orifices with the approachhg flow 
perpendicular o r  inclined to the orifice axis a r e  dependent on the approach Mach number, 
static pressure differential across  the orifice, inlet edge radius of the orifice, angle be- 
tween the main flow and the orifice axis, and the ratio of the orifice thickness to 
diameter. 
Other detailed flow studies a r e  now being made for Lewis Research Center by the  
General Electric Company under contract NAS 3-13499 in both full-size and five-times- 
s ize models. The models shown in figure 1 2  represent the leading edge, midchord, and 
trailing edge regions of the vane shown in figure 4 .  Leading edge impingemen~t ests will 
be made for several  impingement spacing to  nozzle diameter ratios and several flow 
splits. For cross  flow impingement, several  plate spacings, several impingement hole 
spacings and several ra tes  of approach flow will be  considered. Pin fin tes ts  Ior several 
pin spacings and several plate spacings a r e  included. Finally, a composite model i i~cor  - 
porating each of the above three types of cooling will be built and tested. 
lmpingement Cooling Flow Studies 
Impingement cooling heat-transfer correlations were usually obtained by use of the  
jet velocity through the impingement nozzle. In reality, impingement cooling ]heat- 
t ransfer  correlations should b e  based on the jet velocity at local points on the irnpinge- 
ment surface. As a consequence, an experimental study of the flow character-isties of a 
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Figure 12. - Examples of models for  use i n  detailed coolant f low studies. 
jzt ta=pi!?gla?g on a flat plate was made and is reiported in reference 12. Information ob- 
ta.. ed $:"om this study can probably be applied to cross-flow impingement on the suction 
a d  pressure surfaces of turbine vanes and blades. 
T x  various flow regions formed by a jet impinging on a solid surface a r e  shown in 
",:-re - 13i'a). Region I is the region of flow establishment and extends from the nozzle 
exit.. to  the  apex of a potential core which is formed. The potential core is the central 
por ioll s'E the flow in which the velocity remains constant and equal to the velocity at the 
::czzie exit. Region HI is a region of established flow in the direction of the jet beyond the 
azex cf  the potential core; it is characterized by a dissipation of the centerline jet veloc- 
I", and bji a spreading of the jet in the t ransverse direction. Region 111 is that region in 
wh ca; tike jet is deflected from the axial direction. Region IV is known as  the wall jet 
: ~ g  rOr,, where the directed flow increases in thickness a s  the boundary layer builds up 
aJo -g  the solid surface. 
Tne flow characteristics were studied in order  to determine whether either new o r  
e~Sscing Jaws would permit calculation of flow velocities along the plate which would agree 
T ~ ~ ~ t " t  experimentally determined velocities. Such laws could then be applied to formulate 
i hea t - tm~s fe r  correlations using these calculated velocities. An example of the flow r e -  

sdts for region IV will be discussed. Flow characteristics in all  the regions a r e  given 
in reference 3 2.  
In region IV, static pressure measurements were made along the impingement plate 
a ~ d  velocity profiles through the wall jet were determined. Figure 13(b) illustrates the 
velocity profilie through the wall jet (region IV). The velocity increases from 0 at the 
plate to a maximum value Vm at a distance 6 from the plate (6 is the boundary layer 
thickness). The velocity then decreases,  reaching 1 percent a t  b1  (the distance from the 
edge of the boundary layer to the edge of the wall jet). 
Figure 13(b) shows the experimentally determined values of the dimensionless wall 
jt: velocity V/Vm (V is the wall jet velocity at  any position and Vm the maximum) for 
a range of Reynolds numbers based on nozzle velocity. The profiles a r e  for a plate 
spaced 40 nozzle diameters from the nozzle and a r e  at  5.08 centimeters (2 in . )  from the 
stagnation point. The figure contains two ordinates. One is z/z where z is the dis- 1/2 
tance from the  plate and z is the value of z for which V = 1/2 Vm. The other ordi- 1/2 
nate is where < = z - 6 /b '  and < is the value of < when z is replaced by 
z The two ordinates a r e  required in order  to compare the experimental data with 
theore~ically determined wall jet velocity distributions. 
One theoretical distribution is due to  Glauert (ref. 36). He divided the wall jet into 
ztr inner layer influenced by the plate and an outer layer characterized by the features of 
a free tcxbulent jet. He matched the two solutions at the boundary between the two layers 
(zero shear s t ress ) .  Glauert's solution is not represented on figure 13(b), but the data 
skoW in figure B3@) have revealed that the experimental profile is lower than Glauert's 
in the  outer portion of the jet and flatter than Glauertls a t  the tip. Abramovich's solution 
(-el. 37)  is given by 
and is cnly valid outside the boundary layer,  hence, the necessity for the second ordinate. 
The dat.8a agree well with the solution of Abramovich for values of </< from 0 to 1/2 
about 1. 5 ,  as shown in figure 13(b). It appears reasonable that the velocity a t  the edge of 
the boundary !layer Vm should be  used in attempts to correlate heat-transfer data in the 
wall j eQ r egio~a. 
Transpirat ion Cooling 
A knowPec3age of the flow characteristics for transpiration material is required in 
crder to design vanes. Flow tests  were run in the flow facility discussed in reference 16. 
(a) Wi re  form t ranspirat ion cooling material. 
(b) Fu l l  coverage f i l m  cool ing material. 
F igure  14. - Surfaces of t ransp i ra t ion  and f i l m  cool ing materials. 
Figure ;4(a) shows a photograph of a piece of wire wound transpiration cooling material. 
Ftu-d Slow through the porous walls of a transpiration cooled structure can be de- 
scribed 5y the so-called "Green equation" given by 
waiQ!e.ce is a viscous resistance coefficient defining the viscous shear losses and P is 
aa; :x;ertl;zl resistance coefficient defining the losses  cause by the tortuous cooling pas- 
sages. ,AS1 symbols a r e  defined in the appendix. ) 
Ec~a-iQion (1) can be rewritten in the form 
T!ic Q and p coefficients can be determined, for a particular porous structure,  by 
naeas.ii:*"-lg flow ra tes  through the wall under several different combinations of upstream 
an? do~7t-:stream pressures  and plotting the data in te rms  of the parameter on the left of 
e q ~ a t i o ~  (23 ai~ainst G / p .  According to  equation (2), the data should fall on a line of in- 
Leceepl a and slope P .  Thus, the flow through a porous wall is characterized by a 
aca A 
In e rder  to use  equation (2) for analytical design purposes, where the required po - 
rcbs co,?s"ig~ration is initially unknown, it is necessary to find some unique relationship 
betrv~e"athe resistance coefficients and some other parameter which can be used to spec- 
i:37 the  ~or3z is  configuration. One such parameter is GS, the mass flow ra te  per unit 
area s ~ d e r  a set of standard conditions, defined in the symbols l ist .  Most wire-form 
p c ~ o u s  5eets for vane or  blade transpiration cooling is ordered from the manufacturer 
by the GS "due. 
The viscous and inertial resistance coefficients from Allison and NASA flow test  of 
-wo-;nd wwe-form porous sheet (see refs.  28 and 38) a r e  presented in figure 315 a s  loga- 
r i l ~ m l c  ;u-secions of GS. From the straight line plots of data in figure 45, the following 
eatponencia; equations for cr and p a s  functions of GS were obtained: 
i0 
10-1 1 10 
Standard flow rate, G,, 
(a1 Viscous resistance coefficient correlat ion. ( b l  Iner t ia l  resistance coefficient cor,r~lai'on. 
I I l I l l /  
Figure 15. - Wire-form porous sheet flow data correlat ion as funct ion of G,. 
I 
and 
i-_ _--_ LL- 
lo-4  10-3 10-2 1 0 4  10-3 I'j 
Standard flow rate, GS, I b i sec -~n  
Equations (3) and (4) a r e  in U. S. Customary units. In SI units, they become 
a = 61 .5 (10 ' ' ) (703~~10  
and 
These results were derived from room-temperature flow tests  on flat specimens. 
Further woirk proved that flows could be  predicted from equation (I),  combined with equa- 
tions (3) and (4) using fluid temperatures up to 700 K ($00' F) and sheet radii  of curvature 
as low as 0 025 centimeter (0.10 in. ). 
Equation (2) may be  rewritten a s  
where 
and ,G/a has the dimension of length. 
Flow data plotted according to equation (7) will fall on a single curve. Such a plot 
was not made herein, however, for wound wire-form porous sheets. 
Full Coverage Fi lm Cooling 
Laminaked sheet metal. - As for the transpiration cooled vane, a knowledge of flow 
characteristics is necessary in  order to  design a full-coverage film cooled vane. Flow 
studies were made by the Detroit Diesel-Allison Division of General Motors Corporation 
(conl.ract W A S  3-12431) and a r e  reported in references 28 and 29. The flow tests  were 
perfo~rned jm the same way a s  those for transpiration cooling. 
FSfteen different internal flow configurations were considered by testing disks a s  
shown in f i g w e  14@) in a flow facility. The disks for a given internal configuration were 
cut from different sheets of the material in  order to  determine uniformity of fabrication. 
Flow data presented in reference 28 with p p g/rp2RT plotted against G/P yielded (I- @ 
separzte curves for each specimen tested. Details of the differences in  geometry of the 
f 5 samples tested and the ranges of variables considered in the investigation a r e  given in 
reference 28. Tests were run with both ambient and 422 K (300' F) temperature a i r  and 
Hole spacing, Overall thickness 
cnv T, 
cm ( in.)  cm ( in.)  
0.122 (0.048) 0.0622 (0.0245) 
0 .244 (.096) .0622 (.0245) 
n .0330 (. 0130) 
0 .0940 (.0370) 
0 . 1029 1.0405) 
.0622 (. 0245) \ 0 3 6 6  i. 144) .0622 1.0245) 
10-4 10-3 
Dh 4% in. 
10-2 
Dh Clc,, m 
(a) Viscous resistance coefficient correlation. (b) Iner t ia l  resistance coefficient correlation 
Figure 16. - Laminate-form porous sheet flow data correlation as funct ion of hydraul ic diameter Dh and hole spacing c, 
.s Clf f ~ ~ r e i l c e s  in flow characteristics were observed. Although the data were also plotted 
xcc-cling LO equation (7), this correlation is of no use for design purposes unless a and 
3 2-r e r;novr~., and Q! and p had to be  obtained from the individual plots for each spec- 
me2 '1s intercept and slope respectively). 
T:ie data from the individual specimen plots were sueeessfully correlated at Lewis in 
: macaer similar to that just discussed f ~ r  wound wire-form porous material .  These r e -  
i;ults &Ire reported in reference 38. For this correlation, it was found that use of the hy- 
xa;li-, diameter % of the minimum flow a rea  and of the spacing between holes en in 
ijquzre array would result once again in linear plots on log log scale. The viscous r e -  
s i s t ~ r r e  coefficient cr was plotted against IDh and the inertial r esistance coeffi- 
ziert  3 was plotted against Dh C/cn where C is a constant (0.0024 in SI units and 
2.096 in U. S. Customary units). The plots a r e  shown in figure 16. 
From the figure, the following correlation equations were obtained: 
In U 8. C~xistomary units and 
and 
Figure 17,  taken from reference 28, also shows the data correlated according to 
equxtiora (3). However, a s  stated previously, this correlation is of no use  in design work 
- I ^  vaSues of a and p a r e  not known. These values, however, can be  calculated from 
equ;:l; ocs (9) and (10) o r  equations (11) and (12). 
-4 number of full-coverage film cooled vanes were made by the contractor. Before 
;ern ?g tile vanes, the sheets of material were carefully flow checked, a s  reported in 
Figure 17. - Permeabil i ty data fo r  ful l-coverage fi lm-cooled laminated sheet mater ia l  made 
by Detroit Diesel-All ison Division of General Motors Corporation (see table I; ref. 28). 
reference 29. After fabrication of the vanes, two were selected a s  tes t  vanes arid de- 
tailed Row studies of these vanes were made at the midspan section and at see~ions; 2.54 
centimeters (1 in. ) above and below the midspan section. Measuremeds were  r a d e  at 
approsmately 105 locations per vane. A soft plastic tube was attached to  at tr%nsa.dew 
and was used for these measurements; the f ree  end of the tube was placed againsttne 
vane surface and positioned so  that no holes were blocked. The tube diameter was se-  
lected so  that four holes on the suction surface o r  four holes on the pressure surPaee 
could be covered. A single hole was covered by a smaller tube at the leading edge 
Following heal-transfer tes ts  in the high temperature cascade, the two vanes \-;ere 
again flow checked. Comparison of the pre- and post-cascade operation flow tesrs ~ n d ~ _ -  
cated the viscous flow coefficient a, increased substantially during the casc?de rest 
The inertial resistance coefficient indicated a tendency to increase in the sxe-Tor ard 
leading edge regions and to decrease in the pressure surface region. For the ra:ges of' 
conditions considered, the factor /3 has the greater influence on flow tlarou~gh the mate- 
r ia l  and the factor a has only a secondary effect on the flow. In general, tlhe aeerage 
value of p increased during the testing period and thus reduced the flow through t ne 
vanes for a given pressure drop across  the airfoil. For details of these flcw tesrs ana 
resul ts ,  s e e  reference 29. 
Laminated platelets. - The full-coverage film cooled vanes were made from tlxin 
platelets with photoetched cooling a i r  passages; these platelets were diffusion b o ~ d e d  " l o -  
gether (see fig. 9(d)). Since no data were available for flow of a i r  passing Lhrougli photc - 
etched passages, it was necessary to fabricate flow specimens of varying passag2 geeni- 
etries to obtain sufficient flow data for vane design purposes. These speeirnens cliere 
/ /- Length 
,
CD-11064-33 
Figure 18. - Full-coverage film-cooled laminated platelet configuration. 
then tested in  a flow test  apparatus by Aerojet Liquid Rocket Company (contract NAS 
3 - 10495). Reference 30 presents all  details of this investigation. 
Two types of flow specimens were designed: The f i rs t  type was made of straight 
t i~rough passages, and the second type is shown in figure 18. From data obtained on flow 
tests  of plastic models, the straight through samples showed that the cooling a i r  did not 
spread across the slot; hence, the necessity for the second type became evident. It 
should also be pointed out that,  because of difficulty in exactly duplicating similar etch 
dimensions, the data for the straight through specimens could not b e  correlated. 
Only two specimens containing the pore-duct combination were considered; these two 
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Test were run for the following conditions: 
p r e s s u r e  1 A v e r a g e  i n l e t  p r e s s u r e  I D i s c h a r g e  p r e s s u r e  
ratio 1 ~ / m '  1 p s i a  1 ~ / r n ~  I psia 
The test  results a r e  shown in figure 19, plotted with the flow coefficient fcr *;tie ]pas - 
sage a s  a function of the passage Reynolds number. The flow coefficient (or ordin2stej rn 
figure 19 contains the pressure drop through the combination of pore,  plenum, slot, and 
duct; the Reynolds number (or abscissa) is calculated with the pore hydraulic diameter as 
the characteristic dimension. It is not known at present whether the plenum and silet 
pressure drops a r e  appreciable. If they a r e ,  the curves of figure 19 probably ody appBy 
to an overall geometry for which the curves were obtained. If these pressure drops are 
not appreciable, it st i l l  is undetermined whether Dh i s  the correlating paramete: ~mti. 3 
much wider range of Dh values than those given i n  figure 19 a r e  tested. Cor~seouent l~~ ,  
more flow testing of such configurations is required. 
Disc ?r&c ,,I e i s c i  (" 
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Figure 19. - Flow test resu l t s  for  photoetched f u l l  coverage fi lm-cooled laminated platelet specimens 
MIEAT-TRANSFER RESEARCH 
Tk ~u!i~,nate objective of the heat transfer investigations described herein is to de- 
delo9 ccr:ei;tions that can be applied generally to the design of cooled vanes and blades. 
77'lzen properly developed, such correlations could result in better designs that would not 
;?quii" S: s3 much developmental testing to qualify a s  flight hardware. To accomplish this 
~ ; j e ~ t i * / e ,  the analytically predicted cooling performance of vanes and blades designed 
\sop 1: ;lr~e.ntRy available correlations is compared with experimental performance deter - 
n lned sndei. actual or  simulated engine environments. Modifications o r  refinements are 
made i j l  t h e  current correlations to obtain good agreement between analytical and exper- 
,.:r enr,al ?esu!ts. 
Heat-Transfer Exper imental  Data @or  re la t ion  
L- csc8ing correlation method has been devised whereby, for some cooling configura- 
*:-on.: t71e metal temperature data should approximate a simple curve regardless of gas 
xmper,.;ture, cooling a i r  temperature,  and gas and coolant flow ra tes .  The curve is ob- 
t,r,ned ky plotting 
i i ~  tPes pcict it must be pointed out that investigations reported herein have been limited to 
t ~ e  -:ltJspa:-! section of the vane. The t e rm T is usually used instead of TTi in the 
- g e 
Beffi:i.;tson of +, where T is the integrated average of the chordwise distribution of ge 
kca: r?ives of T at the midspan section. However, the value of ?' is nearly equal ge g e 
t a  the -,a!ue of the turbine inlet temperature at the leading edge of the midspan vane sec-  
tr::n, tLe diE:erence between T and this inlet temperature is about 25' R. For ease in g e 
caSeulaCion and for use in design, the turbine inlet temperatures at the leading edge of the 
vane !?i:dspan section (TTi) is therefore used throughout this report a s  an approximaeion 
- 
r T The e r ro r  in caused by the use of the turbine inlet temperature TTi at  the 
m 
kane midspala leading edge region for ?? is negligible. Throughout this report ,  the g @ 
measured wall temperatures were corrected for radiation effects to the water eozlrd w a E ~  
by the method of reference 39. The correlation should be  valid for a complete -da-c, s: 
for a section of a vane such a s  the leading edge region. 
Data obtained for the midspan section of the vane shown in figure 4 and o p e r a s 6  in 
the static cascade shown in figure 6 a r e  plotted in figure 20 for a range of opers-tizg c o y -  
ditions. The solid curve represents a best fit through all  the data. The data far r i l e  sligk 
coolant inlet temperatures a r e  on the order of 10 percent higher than those for thc i c~w 
coolant inlet temperatures . 
Plots like that of figure 20 a r e  very useful. The plots can b e  obtained wiih a nlin- 
imum amount of testing ever a limited range of variables and can be  used to estimate 
metal temperatures over any range of variables. The method can be  applied to ef;her 
vanes or  blades and can be  used to compare the cooling effectiveness of diifierert ~ r a ~ e s  oT 
of different blades. The method is entirely independent of the method of scaling icw te:rl- 
perature data to high temperature cases ,  to be discussed next. 
Gas Gas Coolant 
temperature, pressure, temperature 
K (OF) ~ l c m ~  (psia) K (OF) 
811 (1000) 24.9 (36) 300 (80) 
a 922 (1200) 24.9 (36) 456 (360) 
0 1645 (2500) 31.1 (45) 589 (600) 
v 1144(1600) 37.3 (54) 411 (280) 
o 1144 (1600) 37.3 (54) 642 (695) 
o 1645 (2500) 62.2 (90) 911 (1180) 
Tailed symbols denote ambient coolant temperature 
Coolant flow ratio, wJwg 
Figure 20. - Heat-transfer data for film-impingement-cooled vane 
operated i n  static cascade. 
Scaling Low-Temperature Results to I-ligh-Temperature Condit ions 
3i"m.e~ and blades of various cooling configurations have been tested in the static cas- 
cade dna" the research engine described previously. Some examples of the experimental 
vane 5emperature data obtained from these tests  a r e  given below. 
Experimental heat-transfer investigations of cooled vanes and blades at high gas 
~ t r e a ~ n  temperatures a r e  costly and time-consuming because of the deteriorating effects 
of tA:e test environment on the test  apparatus and the associated instrumentation. For 
exaxnple , t h  errnocouples that can b e  used on thin-walled vanes and blades a r e  necessarily 
snalll (approx. 0.0076 em (3 mils) diam. ). These small  diameter wires a r e  highly sus-  
cepxibh to  failure when subjected to the effects of hot gas s t reams.  To conserve the 
service !if e of test  apparatus and instrumentation, use  of the similarity parameter 50 is 
made, G obtained from experimental vane temperature data obtained at low gas and eool- 
ant t eAaperatvire levels is used to predict vane temperatures that would occur at higher 
levels oi gas and coolant temperatures. 
4 comparison of scaled and experimental data for the vane shown in figure 4 is pre-  
sented in figure 21. The experimental data (circles) shown on the lower part of this fig- 
u e  were obtained during cascade operations. The operating conditions were a gas tem- 
Type of data Effective gas Gas pressure, Coolant in le t  
temperature, 9 .  temperature, 
Tgel Nlcm (psla) Tc, i, 
K (OF) K (OF) 
Experimental (1670 (25%) 3 1  (45) 600 (6%) 
828 (1030) 12 (18) 300 (80) 
- - - - --- Analyt ical  scaling 
Average vane 
temperature, r 
Suct ion Pressure  
1.0 . 6  . 2  0 . 2  . 6  1.0 1.0 . 6  . 2  0 .2  . 6  1.0 
Dimensionless sur face distance, xlL 
(a)  Coolant flow ratio, 0. 13. (b )  Coolant flow ratio, 0.05. 
Figure 21. - Comparison of h i g h  temperature data w i th  scaled resu l t s  
obtained f rom low temperature data. 
perature of $28 M (1030' F) ,  a gas pressure of 12 newtons per square centirnc~tel ( A t  
psia) , and a cooling a i r  temperature of 300 K (80' F). The solid lines were drawn 
through these eqer imenta l  data, the lower left for a coolant to gas flow ratio of 0, '5, 
and the lower right for the ratio 0.05. The average vane temperature under f i-lese 3231- 
ronmental conditions was 472 K (390' F) for the higher flow ratio (left) and 5'T8 K (;.be0 2) 
for the lower flow ratio (right). To predict the vane temperatures at higher gas ar- cooi- 
ing a i r  temperature levels, it was assumed that the gas Reynolds number, tlae 32s ur es -- 
s u r e  coefficient, the coolant Reynolds number, and the coolant flow ratio we, <i .i ~ r e  g 
constant for both cases.  A gas temperature of 1670 K (2550' F) was selected l o r  t - f  
high-temperature case. From the ratio of c ~ o l a n t  to  gas viscosities at  the Eon. ten. sc- - 
ature level, the corresponding value of the coolant temperature was determined ro '3e 
600 M (620' F) . Then, by assuming a constant ratio of the difference betweeri the gas tfir - 
bine inlet and inlet coolant temperatures,  that is, l,5 = constant, the scaled value oi ti-e 
average vane temperature was determined to b e  945 M (1240' F) for the high 17cpw r2il:cs 
(left), and 1130 K (1580' F) for the low flow ratio (right). Also, by using the local Lem- 
perature difference ratios cp the local vane temperatures were determined. These 
scaled distributions of local vane temperatures a r e  shown by the dashed lines a t  th? ;op 
of figure 21. The validity of the data scaling was checked by eqerimental ly  testine t he  
vane at the conditions that were assumed for the scaling. The experimental %aeaH -7arle 
temperatures a r e  shown by the symbols in the upper part of figure 21. The agreer?cct 
between experimental and scaled temperatures is very good. This agreemen1 shows claat 
this scaling method can be used for pe l iminary  experimental evaluation of the esoAang 
performance of vanes and blades designed for high temperature application withcut Ismg 
the high t emperature environment. 
Cooling Comparison of Vanes 
Experimental heat -transfer results were obtained for some of the vanes discussed 
previously. Data were obtained from tes t s  of (1) the film-convection cooled vane of fig- 
u r e  9(a) in the turbine cooling research engine of figure 8, (2) the film-impingement 
cooled vane of figure 9(b) in the static cascade of figure 6, and (3) the full-coverage f " l ~  
cooled vane of figure 9(c) from tests  in another high temperature cascade. The full- 
coverage film cooled tests  were run by the Detroit Diesel-Allison Division of the General 
Motors Corporation in  their cascade and a r e  reported in  reference 29. 
Figure 20 shows the data obtained for the film impingement cooled vane and fig-ire 22 
the data for the film-convection cooled vane. The data a r e  plotted with ip as  ordica-e 
and ic/$ a s  abscissa. The value of is a measure of the heat exchanger effective- g 
ness of the cooling configuration. Data for ranges of operating conditions a r e  shcaaria in 
each figure,  and best fit curves a r e  drawn through the data. These best  f i t  curves are 
A\ erage mid-span 
gas temperature, 
K (OF) 
Coolant flow ratio, w Iw 
c g 
Figure 22. - Heat-transfer data for  f i lm-convection cooled vane operated i n  research engine. 
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Coolani flow ratio, w lw 
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Figure 23. - Comparison of f i lm-convection, f i lm- impingement and full-coverage 
fi lm-cooled vanes. 
r ep rod~ced  in figure 23 which also contains the data obtained by the Detroit Diesel- 
X,lisorl D.vrsion of General Motors Corporation for the full-coverage film cooled vane 
tested 16s the Allison high temperature cascade and a best fit curve through these data. 
FroA= i:gx~il.e 23 it can be  seen that the full-coverage film cooled vane is superior to the 
f rlm-lxi-irpiagement and the film-convection cooled vanes. For example, for a coolant flow 
c 7 = 0.05, a value of TTi = 1645 K (2500' F)  and Tci = 811 K ( 1 0 0 0 ~  F) the 
-g 
values of 'T obtained by calculation from the data in figure 23 a r e  1261 K (1810' F) ,  7,169 
1179 I< (1660 F), and 1095 K (1510' F)  for the film-convection, film-impingement, and 
f ~ 1 1  -coverage film cooled vanes, respectively. 
E B , ~ P B ~  e 24 is a plot of vane midspan allowable turbine inlet temperature against cool- 
a r i  ' /,"% ratio. It was constructed for a maximum wall temperature T,? ,, of 1367 K 
I fi lm-cooled vane (fig. 9 i c I l  
,'- Film-convection cooled 
. . 
Coolant f low ratio, wclwg 
Figure 24. - Allowable midspan t u r b i n e  in le t  temperature as func t ion  of coolant flow rat io iclr 
ful l-coverage fi lm, f i lm-impingement, and  f i lm-convect ion cooled vanes. Max imum wal l  
temperatures, 1367 K ( 2 0 0 0 ~  F); coolant inlet, 811 ~ ( 1 0 0 0 ~  F). 
(2000' F) and a coolant inlet temperature of 811 M (1000' F) by cross plotting data f r o r  ; 
figure like figure 23 with the maximum hot spot wall temperature used instead o_" t5e 2.;- 
erage wall temperature in the ordinate. For a coolant flow ratio of 0. 05, the figuze 
shows that the value of TTi can be increased from 1510 K (2258' F) for the f i b -  
convection vane to I880 K (2924' F) f o r  the film-impingement vane and to 2 l . X  I< 
(3410' F) for the full-coverage film cooled vane. 
Figure 24 shows that the full-coverage film cooled vane is more effect-ive f r ~ l r  a 
heat transfer standpoint than the other two vanes. However, this superiority of Che fuTl- 
coverage film cooled vane must be  viewed with caution. Preliminary tests  on the c3ffec t 
of cooled a i r  leaving the vane and entering the hot gas s t ream have shorn  a tjecrekse I? 
the aerodynamic performance of the vane, particularly near the vane leadhrag ano trailicg 
edge regions on the suction surface (see ref. 40). More work on the effect of ;his ccc;icg 
a i r  bleed into the gas s t ream on aerodynamic performance is required, partie..Iariy ir: 
the vane regions noted previously, in order to eliminate o r  at least minimize th i s  3etr"- 
mental effect. In addition, another factor of importance relative to full-coverage PLIm 
cooling is the effect of oxidation on this type of cooling. Oxidation effects will be d i s -  
cussed in a latter section of this paper. 
Some remarks about the film-convection vane curves in figures 23 and 24 are fn 
order.  The test data showed excessive chordwise temperature gradients i n  this 7z2es 
In other words, the cooling a i r  was not distrlibuted in the optirnum proportion 'kei~vee~-e rl e 
leading edge and midchord coolant passages. The leading edge of the vane ii~cjis nnr cooied 
sufficiently, and the midchord region was over cooled. A more effective reojisrtriI2-~eio~ ccaf 
ale z o s l b y  air  would lower the leading edge region temperatures and ra i se  the midchord 
--eg on "empera tues .  The film-convection curve in figure 24 was constructed for the 
Yghest  xemperature of the vane. If a redistribution of cooling a i r  can be achieved so that 
! le chordwise vane temperature gradient can b e  eliminated (i. e. , a uniform vane temper - 
:fa-re) w?r le assuming the same cooling effectiveness, the film-convection curve in fig- 
L rz  24 wodd  be replaced by a new curve - the dashed curve in figure 24. This dashed 
curie IS i3r an ideal ease, and the entire potential gain probably never can be  obtained. 
$J .. \I a co,.~pa?ison does illustrate that, with proper redistribution of the cooling a i r ,  the 
*" lrr - C O ~ V ~ C C ~ O ~ B  cooled vane can be greatly improved. 
AJt,ioxgh figure 24 shows that the film-impingement vane is somewhat more eff ective 
'-zari the ilim-convection cooled vane, problems in fabrication of the vanes must be con- 
s idered,  It may turn out that one type is more feasible to  fabricate than the other, par-  
tica$ar9> -&en the vane s ize  decreases, an almost certain trend for future engines. 
xyfiLich of these two types of vanes to b e  used in a certain engine application must b e  de- 
ciaed by the engine manufacturer. 
T k s  far, the heat-transfer results have all  dealt with experimental data and the cor - 
relation c_" these data. Ideally, however, the ability to  predict heat-transfer coefficients 
~ n d ,  !az xa:rn, accurate metal temperatures for the different cooling schemes is desired. 
The nem: several. sections of this paper a r e  aimed at supplying typical information useful 
J -4 t"le prediction of accurate metal temperatures. 
Fi lm Cooling 
fiadxm-er~tal film cooling studies on a flat plate in a tunnel with a secondary gas 
-?ovarig 1:krcsxgh a single hole and through rows of discrete holes a r e  being carried out at 
"re t n h e ~ s i l y  of Minnesota under contract NAS 3-13200. References 3,  6 ,  and 4 1 pre-  
sear some of the results of film cooling studies made under contract NAS 3-7904; refer -  
i;nce 3 refers to single holes, reference 6 to  both single holes and rows of discrete holes, 
snd referenee 4 1 includes surveys of velocity and temperature profiles and measurements 
c f $txbuiesnce intensity. Figure 25(a) shows the inj ection segment and coordinate system 
Sar a r cw  eon^ inclined jets, with the detail of the flow field shown for only a single jet in- 
reraetion with the mainstream, and figure 25(b) shows the flow field and coordinate sys-  
t -.m associated with a laterally inclined jet interacting with a mainstream. The injection 
angle of the  fllaw Q is measured from the x axis in the x-y plane. Values of 1C/ of 
?PO da  and 9' w e r e  considered. For the row of holes, 1C/ was fixed a t  35', and the discrete 
;o;es were spaced a t  intervals of 3 hole diameters. Single tubes were also studied for 
lateral injection angles X of 35' and 15'; X is measured from the z axis in the yz 
;:lane (see fig. 25(b)). 
l n iection Mainstream I / \  
Tunnel floor \ / 
(a) Injection segment and coordinate system for row of inclined 
jets. Detail and flow field are shown for only a single jet 
interacting with a mainstream. 
Y 
Mainstream 1 
qq--\- - \'- Injection tube 
(b) Flow field and coordinate system associated with a laterally 
inclined jet interacting with a mainstream. 
Figure 25. - Flow field and coordinate system for film cooling. 
A 2% el  i?&i312 of the flow field shown in figure 25 was presented in reference 4 1 and 
3 : ~ Y . ~ s . J C ? ~  herein. As the jet enters ,  it leaves a void (low pressure condition) down- 
+-.2-.r- * 
-%- -.. - !: -v,lieh is filled by mainstream a i r  moving around the jet. In the region near 
-, A Tsrar: ; -cl fa r  a distance almost halfway around the jet the flow patterns look similar to 
r k ,  is ':and arcsund a cylinder in cross  flow. The flow continues around the jet and into 
22 ;lbpp?-.u3n.l: 10x7 pressure region on i t s  downstream side. 
A1 : ;i t!.:ruing rates (M = P c ~ c / P  v > 1) the lnainstream ai r  moves into the region 
g g 
riL:eZra,~Iv d:awnstream of the injection location parallel to  the floor of the tunnel and 
3 C : ~ ? , : ' Y  4fi.r..l. :lmost no component of velocity in the downstream direction. As the main- 
&.: * ?ac ; r z - , c  V P S  towards the zero lateral position (z/D = 0) it begins to  move upward 
-a; .7 f r f \ :  1 ~ h ?  wall, apparently being entrained by the jet. This region where the a i r  en- 
er,- <rcr. + "  -.ie -- s ide and then moves vertically extends approximately two diameters down- 
s: ut:;l_% ? >d :s region of extr eme fluctuations. 
Agprsxlnlately one diameter downstream, a s  the air  moves vertically away from the 
" .  
i/.; t i ,  1, f 2a:hes a height where it turns upstream and reverse  flow exists. At greater 
?is! 2nces from the wall the flow changes from reverse  to forward flow. The inclination of 
,Ye -et re,aiive to the mainstream direction reaches zero between 2.5 and 3 diameters 
L-o7-n i t ? ?  ->la11 
v 
.i- art %e-. do-mstream the flow, after rising from the wall, turns downstream rather  
_J?aA* ~qst-eam and lateral components a r e  also observed, indicating the possible forma- 
Ica7 of - ,cx:ees .  The outer portion of the vortex flow becomes overwhelmed by the main 
i c s ~  ars _he Pal erral velocities appear to diminish rapidly. At distances greater  than two 
-:,I. : e-zr- dow ?stream, the lateral velocity components diminish with axial distance until 
t : ~ p l r _ x - , ~ - ~ ~  ten diameters no lateral velocity is observable. 
Fc!- 39+ig;r blowing ra tes ,  the trends a r e  the same a s  those for the higher injection 
* d w ? ,  * L .-e 3aiqscrearn flow being drawn in to f i l l  the void on the downstream side of the 
t3:> "16 R moving inward and then upward. Finally, depending on the axial position, 
_,IWCS either upstream (reverse flow) o r  downstream and is then entrained by the 
,at', T!l? principal difference between the flow patterns of the two extremes in blowing 
-*23-~?s zs tiBat the lower injection ra t e  the vertical componenrts of velocity in all  regions 
1r.c ; ,mi-er .  
Is? t - e 1-e,st -transfer tes ts  adiabatic wall temperatures were investigated at both axial 
,nd ~ a - t ~ r z l  distances from the injection holes. The effect of the blovving parameter and 
'12 :na':,,ewe 3T the ratio of the turbulent boundary layer displacement thickness to hole 
: i n  -et~.u-r 21 tire point of injection were considered. For these studies, the temperature of 
i \z  >~T?je2~ d ai;-was 328 K (131' F) higher than the mainstream temperature. F ree -  
-tr?trr  ~ z l c c n s e s  from 30. 5 to 61 meters per second (100 to 200 ft/sec), displacement 
-1 c';neZs o the turbulent boundary layer at the injection point from 0. 121 to 0. 135 centi- 
?p. PY 3 3@7 t o  0.343 in. ) and blowing parameters M from 0.1  to 2 were investigated. 
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The Lppe: curve in figure 26 is the effectiveness for a slot a s  f i rs t  presented by  
"Visgha:d: (re;", 42) in the study of hot a i r  discharge for deicing. This relation is 
l e i -e  s rs the slot width. By equating the a r e a  of a row of injection holes to that of an 
equivalerl- tsiort, equation (16) can b e  rewritten a s  
Qfilm = 21.8 4 spacing 
X 
- 
F ~ T  the ?resent cease the upper curve in figure 26 was generated for M = 0.5  with the 
spacislg eanal r:o 3D. Figure 26 indicates that more effective film cooling can be  
Actual  
---- Estimated 
Slot f i lm  cool ing 
effectiveness, 
0 4 8 12 16 
Dimensionless distance downstream, x lD  
Figure 27. - Comparison of f i l m  cool ing for  discrete holes 
and  fo r  equivalent slot. Condit ions for  s ingle tube  at 
35': f i l m  blowing parameter, 0.04, tube  diameter, 1.18 
cent imeters (0.039 ft); gas velocity, 3 . 0 5 ~ 1 0 ~  cent imeters 
per second (100 ftlsec); Reynolds number, 0 . 2 2 ~ 1 0 ~ ;  ho le  f i lm-  
cool ing effectiveness calculated f rom (T - Taw)l(Tg .e - T,, i). 
Condi t ions for  one slot equivalent t o  a a n g l e  row of f ~ v e  
holes: Assumed 3 diameter spacing; slot f i lm-cool ing effectiveness 
calculated f rom 21.8 ( x l ~ s ) - O .  8. 
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. nd .az.li~aI :nj ection h of 90 ; part (b) for @ = 90' and h = 35'; and part (c) for 
J -r GO', = 15'. The figure (for M = 0. 5) shows that lateral injection through a single 
-3lc micLe:?s the temperature field and decreases the peak effectiveness. 
The 2 x p e ~ i  mental film cooling studies a r e  required because of a lack of understand- 
rf; oS r Lm co.sling flow and heat -transf er  characteristics. Hence, the empirical approach 
c, rceessxry .  To date, the effects of different variables on cooling effectiveness (or ad- 
9bricie 9117~1: x x ~ p e r a t u r e )  and on the temperature and velocity fields of the jet and the 
;:2'n~t~3sm have been investigated. The investigation is continuing in an effort to develop 
., stxxi-12-apirical analytical model useful for predicting jet temperature and velocity 
"LeId;-?s arid cooling effectiveness. Methods for correlating data on cooling effectiveness for 
2 12-ge *-~nge caf conditions and variables a r e  also being investigated. Finally, the test 
.-p@ara<-sjis wilt be modified in order  to obtain data in which heat transfer exists across the 
ibn: ccc1~d wail and to determine i f  the relationship q = hconv(Taw - Tw) holds for film 
~ookng ,  
h a,~depexldent investigation of film cooling was performed at Arizona State Univer- 
~ h 1 . 1 ,  !h : eefrence 4 ,  it is winted out that in the region near injection, heat -transfer 
- a ~  I?S o-y"' ,, ,A,,o.! h e  satisfactorily predicted with primary s t ream heat -transf e r  coefficients 
.,n3 adiak-~t:e wall temperature distribdions alone. As a consequence, the Arizona State 
- ~ r , i :  ersi t j  sixdies concentrated on obtaining experimental heat -transfer ra tes  from a 
'Y"A sie:at Lest racility. The tests  were run for injection through flush angled slots into the 
,ur3~rle:1s. bomdary layer on a uniform temperature surface. The results a r e  presented in 
-eferelszc 4 a s  the ratio of heat-transfer coefficient with film injection to that without 
-1Zi.7 inj 2cti3n for three different inj ection angles by the following correlation 
1/1 I i: 1 33 5 ~ Z / S  5 70): 
. 5  
1.09 - 7. ~ Q * M ' . ~  for + = 20' 
0.5 
- -  "'lm - 1. 18 - 7. 58 for @ = 40' 
co nv 
. 5  
for @ = 60' 
wliere 0 : (Tc - T ~ , ) / ( T ~  - T ), s is slot width, and 2 is the length of the test s u r -  ge  
face from. tge slot exit in the downstream direction. Ranges of the variables applicable 
b o L i ~ ~ g C j ~ "  c n ~ l i n g  were considered. 
Reference 5 repor t s  resu l t s  obtained for s lots  and for holes and comrx-es I c - -  - 
sul ts .  The following 11 nozzle plates were  tested: 
When the resu l t s  were  plotted with (Tc - T )/(Taw - T ) a s  ordinate :znd 2 1's 2s ge !? @ 
abscissa,  the s lots  proved more  efficient than the holes (a resul t  previously coc?~ la tlrc 
University of Minnesota work). This  is e q l a i n e d  as follows: the space betweer t k e  ci 
allows the mainstream to  penetrate mmixed to locations on the surface and tPr"t-:-+~~ <\a. 
jets penetrate upward into the mainstream, allowing the mainstream to  mi:, i;. c der , ' rc; 
jet and thereby reducing its effectiveness. 
Under a NASA contract, the General Electric Company explored vario~;s @pi. i:f 
& Y E  1s - vane and Made cooling configurations that would b e  useful for advanced supe,-sor - -  " 
(U leading edge J' 
0 0 U 
E . lt-- 
- 
.- Pressure leading edge-/'\ 
F i lm cooling parameter, x lMs 
Figure 29. - Film-cooling effectiveness for vane analysis. 
10 40 60 80 100 
Fi lm cool ing parameter, x lMs 
Figure 30. - Film-cooling effectiveness for  blade analysis. 
port applications. Convection, film, transpiration, and liquid metal cooling were all  eon- 
sidered, The results of this study a r e  given in reference 43 to 47. Attention here will be  
limited So the film cooling studies. 
Figires 29 and 30 a r e  plots of film cooling effectiveness obtained by the General 
Electric Company from tests on models s imilar  to  the vane and blade leading edges con- 
sidered herein. Accordhg to  reference 47, the gill region is that region close to  the 
Jeadirsg edge but removed from large variations in pressure. For values of x/Ms 5 100, 




Leading edge - suction qfilm = -0.0025 13 + 0.35 
0.735 
- pressure qfilm = -0.00667 + 0.35 
1.952 
Gill  - suction qfilm = -0.00001 + 0.5 
.498 
- pressure qfilm = -0.02626 + 0.5 
Blade 
0.38 
Leading edge - suction qfilm = -0.0399 (2 + 0.45 
" 577 + 0.45 - pressure qfilm = -0.028 
2. 13 
Gill - suction vfilm = -0.0000033 + 0.5 
- pressure  qfilm = -0.014 + 0 . 5  
Ms 
For values of x/Ms > 100, the curves of figures 29 and 30 were used in the caieulatio.n.s" 
According to reference 1, many investigators assume that the film cooling heat- 
t ransfer  coefficient is the same a s  with convection with Taw used instead of Tg, and 
others assume a reduction in gas -to -surface heat -transfer coefficient due to film coalingg, 
In reference 1, a modified transpiration cooling analysis was used to caleuiate the coolsng 
a i r  requirements for full coverage film cooling (the model had a large number o l  holes 
and hence the cooling approached transpiration cooling). It was assumed that hfIjLB;? 
would be midway between h trans and hconv and that 
In other words, i t  was assumed 
Values of htrans/hconv were obtained from the transpiration cooling theory of refer- 
ence 48: 
-- 
a ~ ,  I-~ ir I;: ;,vc is the surface averaged mass velocity. This relationship was verified 
k-j "x c; xir:~er:tal data on transpiration cooling in references 7' to  311. 
2 1 - 2  a"ctempt to verify thai the assumption that hhlm was midway between htrans 
az: P < -  
& <  -!I> 
a check with some data reported in  reference 6 was made. It was assumed 
t - :t hC2 5 heal transferred to the cooling a i r  could be  expressed as  
E:. (nil a j ~ c ~ n p  the two values of qfilm and qfilm a s  used in references 6 and 1, respec- 
t ;rely, c"le preceding equation becomes 
;r 2 1- t- - "Icw :;arameter can then be obtained. By using qiilm = 0.6 and reading values of 
e- fI Lr i t i e  top curve of figure 20 of reference 6 and estimating' pcvc per hole a s  be-  
iiy: 2," :T (hole spacing of 5D inclined at a 35' angle) for the slanted holes, good 
C @ 
a;--e~ -- L c ~ t  - between the calculated values of the flow parameter and those in the abscissa 
* "  
ci ~ r g j t - ,  20 cf reference 6 was obtained. 
12 g ~ ~ g e ~ ~ e n t  cooli g. - Fundamental studies of a linear ar ray  of circular jets im- 
p-- 
;ir~gjizg on tho concave surface of a right semicylinder a r e  being carried out at Newark 
College sf Engineering under NASA contract NAS 3-1175. This contract is part of a NASA 
L awis E,oserctr eh Center impingement cooling program, the ultimate goal of which is to 
detie:cp design heat-"crasfer correlations to apply to cylindrically shaped leading edges 
of -;aaes o r  biades and for impingement cooling along the vane or  blade suction and pres- 
sx'e scrfaces. AS mentioned previously, references 12  and 13 refer  to  related impinge- 
r.se;r"c:cokk.g; studies of the flow characteristics of a single jet impinging on a flat plate 
-.."- g ch 
'v l 7ar?ze performed during the early stages of this impingement cooling program. 
R2fcrsnce 13 refers  to a survey of li terature on flow characteristics while refer -  
er c e  IT -efers to experimental flow characteristics. 
Since the Lewis contract with the Newark College of En@neering begaa, a r .mser 
investigations of jets impinging on the concave surface of a semicylinder ha-ve scec ye- 
ported in the literature (refs.  49 to 55). Some of these considered circuLar ~ C T S ,  o C L I Z ~ S  
considered slots jets. Each reference presented a correlation equation i3r kT:c d&tz cL - 
tained during that specific investigation. These correlations a r e  presented ir :"1bBc T I ?. 
an effort to determine how these correlations compared, the geometrical dlmsnscor;~ c- 
the leading edge of the vane of figure 4 were considered. By using these d imc?sko~s  ILS/ 
adjusting the various correlations (basing each on an equivalent slot width\ 2nd I;y c~z 'n,  a 
Reynolds number based on the nozzle exit velocity, an average Nusselt nu:;roer a3ps ca:: e 
0 over a region of the vane Beading edge extending *I5 on either side of the s:a,i?h!iotA pi :-it 
was obtained; the results for five of the correlations a r e  shown in figare 3 3 
Reynolds number,  Reb 
F igure  31. - Nussel t  number  as func t ion  of Reynolds number  for l i near  a r ray  of equi 
valent slot jets as calculated f rom references 49 and 52 t o  55. 
At a relatively high leading edge Reynolds nurnber, figure 36 indicates thst the corce- 
lations can be  separated into two groups. In the upper group a r e  the corr-elatic.ns frorc 
references 52, 53, and 55 which were obtained from data for circular jets (the eireanlar 
jets were replaced by an equivalent slot jet in fig. 31). In the lower group are the corre-  
lations obtained from references 49 and 54, based on data for slot jets. Figure 31 sI-o r - s  
that,  for relatively high leading edge Reynolds numbers, the three cor-relations 8- ~r C:ICU- 
l a r  jets yield approximately the same Nub and the two correlations for slot jets yield !:e 
- 
;.,in? b;il smaller value of Nj,. Which correlation to  use therefore depends on whether 
rlrcdlar 61 slot jets a r e  used in the particular application. 
Referenzes 56 to 63 deal with impingement through ar rays  of circular jets on a flat 
;~a t2 .  ,As before, each reference reports a specific correlation for the data obtained dur-  
h-g J he pa-ticular investigation. This type of impingement should b e  applicable to  the 
sxetian e:13 pressure surfaces of the midchord region of a vane. Using appropriate di- 
rensionc; Sor  he vane of figure 4 ,  average Nusselt numbers were calculated for some of 
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Figure 32. - Nussel t  n u m b e r  as func t ion  of Reynolds n u m -  
ber for  two-dimelisional a r ray  of c i r c u l a r  jets as calcu-  
lated f rom references 58 t o  63. 
s-arie of 9g-pnr.e 4 .  It should b e  pointed out that impingement to the suction o r  pressure su r -  
lace of a vane is affected by a crossflow se t  up by the a i r  after it  impinges on the surface 
and ";lows chordwise to a film cooling hole o r  a split trailing edge. The effects of a 
ereassflow would tend to reduce the effectiveness of impingement cooling. Figure 32 does 
cclt s e e ~ u x t  for ayy erossflow. However, the correlation presented in reference 58 has 
i.1 it a t e rm to account for crossflow effects; this t e rm was evaluated for zero crossflow 
i i i  ,he preparatjon of figure 32 s o  that a fair comparison of the correlations could b e  
naal'e. Suffice it to  say that the line representing the correlation of reference 58 would 
be lowered if crossflow effects were considered. More research on impingeunei2t eaolrc,: 
in the presence of a crossflow is required. 
Effect of Chord  Size o n  Coolant Requirements 
Trend in blade size. - The trend in future engine designs is toward t h e  core type sf 
engine which has much higher gas temperatures and compressor pressure ratics ;ha.i: 
engines currently in use. The turbine vanes and blades of these core engines a r e  X Z ~ C " , I  
smaller  than those used in present-day engines. These advanced engines w i l l  c 3eL-atcb ar. 
temperatures up to 2480 K (4000' F) and pressures a s  high as  414 newtons pe? icpare 
centimeter (600 psia) with blade spans of about 3.  81 centimeters (1.5 in. ). h i u ~ e  hel- 
icopter and lift engines will operate at less  severe conditions with turbine inlet .a:emper- 
atures reaching 1645 K (2500' F) at pressures of approximately 103 nedons  per square 
centimeter (150 psia). However, these latter engines will have blades with spa*-$ 03" 
about 1 .9  centimeters (0.75 in.).  
Effect of chord size. - Because of these trends toward small-size tearbrne hardware, 
a study of the effect of blade size on the coolant requirement has been initiated wibhk. the 
Lewis program. This study is being done under contract NAS 3-13205 by the A1Wesearc~~ 
Manufacturing Company. In this contract study, an analysis is being made to dstarrnlne 
the effect on cooling performance of scaling down given turbine blade coolir-rg cwr4gur;a- 
tions within fabrication constraints. Any attempt to  determine the effect of c17or5 size o 
cooling performance in a wide variety of engine applications would be  prohibitivej!j~ corn- 
plex. As a consequence, for the analysis, simplifying assumptions were used. Some 0" 
the more important assumptions were (1) a fixed external aerodynamic shape, ( 2 )  eon- 
stant solidity and constant corrected velocity triangles, (3) chords of 1 . 9 ,  2. 54 ,  a?d 3 ,  8 L 
centimeters (0.75, 1 and 1 .5  in. ) , (4) a constant turbine span which was eansis~ei:: %it  I 
the radius ratio and aspect ratio for the 2.54 -centimeter (1-in. ) chord blade, (5' .curb rze 
inlet and cooling a i r  inlet pressures and temperatures that would be expected in ad-~axe?  
engines, and (6) a creep life of 1000 hours for the blade material. 
For a specific engine design when blade solidity is held constant, a reductier ill 
chord length (i. e. , larger aspect ratio) will result in higher aerodynamic efficix-cy and 
a lighter weight turbine. However, fabrication limitations can make the cooling cf sho-t - 
chord blades difficult. Usually proportional reductions of the already small dimemions 
of the internal passages and wall thicknesses of the blades a r e  not practical. Therefore 
the ratio of internal to external heat transfer areas  and the ratio of cooling airflaw to gas 
flow areas  decrease as  chord size decreases. These factors can result in  higher c o o l ~ n ,  
flow requirements at a given turbine inlet temperature o r  in reduced allowa13le "knrkke 
inlet temperatures where cooling a i r  pressure drop is a limitation. 
Coolant in le t  
temperature, Transverse 
Chord size, 
cm ( in .  922 K 11200~ F) 
a 3 . 8 1 1 1 . 5 )  - 
a 2.54 (l.O) n 
f i n s  
Figure 33. - Chord size as func t ion  of coolant required for  convection-cooled blade. 
Effective gas temperature, 1422 K (2100~ Fi; gas pressure, 103 newtons per square 
cent imeter  1150 psia). 
TA:e yeauizs of the analysis of one of the convection cooled blades considered in the 
~tLi3y 252 shown in  figure 33. The blade is of cast construction with transverse cast -in 
f i _  rs at 1. be deading edge and cast-pin fins on a triangular spacing in the remainder of the 
~ l a . ? e ,  ,-it '-he leading edge, airflows radially outward to  exit at the tip. In the remainder 
>f ~ t ~ e  klcdc, airflows both radially outward to  exit at the t ip  and horizontally (ehordwise) 
LO 39it ' i ~ f h p ~ g ~  holes in the trailing edge. The results with this blade design a r e  shown 
f c ~  a turbine inlet gas temperature of 1422 K (2100' F). This was the maximum allow- 
ah. e gas - emperatuse for a I000 -hour ltfe for the %. 9 centimeter (0.75 in. ) chord blade. 
Ts"~js fls-iire shows an increased cooling flow requirement a s  chord s i ze  decreased. This 
:rend r,eA3 srue for cooling a i r  supply temperatures of both 589 and 922 K (600' and 
42~;0~ 7 It can be  concluded from this study that convection cooling of short-chord 
J o ~ ~ c a i s  1 -  il AT-i!! difficult. More investigations in the a r e a  a r e  required. 
T ~ I ?  analytical study showed that for blades cooled by a combination of cooling meth- 
l a te ,  a -9asis"cnt trend with chord size did not necessarily result. Some of the designs 
'r, de I s e  ~f film eooling in cormbination with convection cooling. Local thermal s t resses  
zr~s;uced ,-y the film cooling resulted in the 1.9-centimeter (0.75-in.) and 2.54-centimeter 
:' -in, j : lcrd blades having allowable temperatures higher than the 3.81-centimeter (1.5- 
,I . cklj:d %lagee Additional idormation on the effect of chord s ize  on weight and cooling 
is esntahed in reference 64. 
Fuel Cooling 
The cooling discussions thus far  presented in this paper have been limited to cooling 
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schemes using compressor bleed a i r  a s  the coolant. As higher pressure r3li;ss --r: ;set 
to improve the performance of engines for high speed aircraft ,  the c~rrespo~sding w;5e -P 
compressor bleed a i r  temperature reduces the ptera$ial sink capacity of th i s  rr~oH,lird 
source. As a result ,  some method for reducing the compressor bleed air le-.,$er 2 -:e 
o r  the use of some other coolant should be  considered. Since fuel must of ?I.I;cess 1: 3e 
carried in the aircraft,  attention has been given to  the use of fuel to cool the 
the engine before the fuel is burlled in the engine combustor. Both M T M  Je 
ogenic fuels have been considered for twbine cooling purposes. The available Lxe;t s:r~" 
in these fuels increases proportionally with the maximum allowable fuel temaerat,l  <?, 
However, the extent of fuel deposits in the fuel cooling passages may be  a s e s i ~ ~ a  i..:c,t - 
lem. The following discussion summarizes some of the results of fuel cool~ng s k d  -si *: 
date . 
A study into the possible use  of commercially available ASTM Jet  A fuel was ~~la3.p 
at Lewis and is reported in reference 65. This study was made using resisl;-.,n_ce- s s t ~  
Nichrome V tubes to simulate fuel passages of an aircraft fuel to  cooling air :leas. 2 ; ~ -  
changer. The tube wall temperature was heated to 756 K (900" F) and the A!3TTlr 2: k 
fuel temperature reached 644 K (700' F). After 20 hours of running, slight cecpkilra; ,,izs 
observed in the tubes. The coking was not uniform, but was concentrated at :xa ; eaks 
The peaks were found to b e  reduced when the oxygen content of the fuel was ~mln.iircli?-,x_ 
This study is continuing under contract NAS 3 - 1243 2 with the Shell Deve C ~ p s  P a: Z c;r - 
pany. Unpublished data obtained under this contract show operation for 100 h0e;r.s v ;ih zr 
fuel exit t emperahre  of 811 K (1000" F) and a wall temperature of about 1006 K j , 3 5 ~ ~  
Coke deposits of only 0.00254-centimeter (0.001-in. ) thickness were found i n  tile 2 ,  16- 
centimeter (1/16-in. ) diameter tubes used. 
Relative to the use of cryogenic fuels a s  coolants, a study on the therrna, Seas,F Lii.i 
of using methane or  hydrogen as  coolants is reported in reference 66. This Jnves7;,:i;c; 
involved a numerical heat -transfer analysis of methane - and hydrogen-coolea . u ; ~  rP 
vanes. Because of the large temperature difference between the coolant and the  k >i su - 
face, an insulation barr ier  was required between the fuel cooling passages arm LITP eraer- 
nal vane surface to prevent adverse temperature gradients. Reference 66 also) po n~ , s  c L  h 
that an excessive fuel passage surface temperatwe could cause fuel e racki r ,~  a--6, 11- car 
burization in methane cooling. The results of the calculations, made for a lT?c I 
at an altitude of 22. 8 kilometers (75 000 ft) indicated that the vane could be coolti; 
either methane o r  hydrogen for  a local hot-spot gas temperature of 1639 K (243~' F, rrc 
that hydrogen would be  slightly more effective a s  the coolant than methane. The rs%er- 
ence also indicates that cooling a vane trailing edge with a cryogenic fuel will be vs ry  
difficult if not impossible and suggests some alternate methods for cooling this r e g i m .  
A summary of NASA research on cryogenic fuels for airbreathing gas tsr-'bi-ae ergil 1s 
is given in reference 67. Problems requiring solutions before the use of c ryog-enrd~e l s  
becomes Ieasible and areas  requiring further research a r e  noted in this reference. 
Some of the benefits from the heat sinks provided by ASTM Jet  A fuels and methane fuels 
are  presented in reference 68. 
Predicted Meta l  Temperatures 
The ability to accurately predict metal temperatures is essential for the design of 
reliable vanes and blades for use  in advanced engines. Some of the correlations pre-  
sented for both impingement and film cooling will be  used in the  following discussion. 
The  predicted metal temperatures will also be  compared with the measured temperatures 
for t h e  vane shown in figure 4. 
A knowledge of the flow distribution through the internal vane cooling passages must 
bz knowm before vane metal temperatures can b e  predicted. In order to determine this 
fivw distribution, a one-dimensional compr essible flow network was used to simulate the 
vane cooling passages. Flow data obtained for the vane from tes ts  run in the flow facility 
were used in this flow network; inlet and exit losses,  friction pressure drops, and the 
coefficients br the one-dimensional flow network were determined. The resulting flow 
coefficients were then used in the flow analysis part of a combined flow and heat-transfer 
program to determine the flow distribution through the vane when it was tested in the 
zasead~. .  For this latter purpose, the above mentioned flow coefficients, the known cool- 
ant i ~ l e t  temperature, the external vane pressures known either from measurement o r  
calcu!!aiiesn, and the known total flow were held constant while the inlet pressure was an- 
aByti a ally varied until the calculated total flow equalled the known total flow. 
For the temperature calculations, distributions of the effective gas temperature and 
gas --:a-blade heat-transfer coefficients a r e  required. The velocity distribution is cal- 
culated from either the measured pressure distribution around the vane using isentropic 
perfect gas relationships o r  from one of several existing velocity prediction codes. 
T'hen, the effective gas temperature and gas -to -blade heat -transfer coefficients can be  
determined. The local effective gas temperature is calculated from 
where  .A = ~ r f / ~  for turbulent flow or  A = Pr f  for laminar flow. For the vane lead- 
ing edge, 
where the characteristic dimension in the Reynolds number is the diameter of the leading 
edge cylinder, the property values a r e  based on film temperature, and where 0 raEges 
from -80° to 80°; this is the equation for the gas-to-wall heat-transfer coefficient for  
flow over a cylinder. Equation (33) does not account for the effects of f ree  s t r e a x  turbu- 
lence on the heat-transfer coefficients over the vane leading edge region. This effect of 
turbulence on gas -to-blade heat -transfer coefficients is not yet fully known. IHowever, 
equation (33) does yield approximate values which can b e  used to estimate vane tenper- 
atures over the vane leading edge region. 
For the vane midchord region, the gas-to-vane heat-transfer was calculated by use 
of the turbulent flow flat plate correlation 
This correlation, like the one used for the leading edge region, is again only am approxi - 
mation. Its use  requires the assumption that turbulent flow exists along both vane su r  - 
faces. In reality, laminar flow might conceivable exist over a portion of a vane su:rfaee, 
However, the location of the point of transition is not yet well established and since the 
turbulent heat-transfer coefficient is larger  than the laminar one, the use  of equation (34) 
may yield higher vane temperatures than actually exit. Furthermore, the surfaces are 
not flat plates . 
For the vane trailing edge region, where film cooling occurs, the film cooling effec- 
tiveness is calculated from (see ref. 69) 
where em is the mixing coefficient indicating the level of turbulence. The values of 
9 i l m  a r e  then used to evaluate the adiabatic wall temperatures and this,  in turn, is used 
with the convective heat-transfer coefficient h for the trailing edge region. $7 
In order  to complete the required heat balance and calculate vane temperatures : cor - 
relations for the internal heat-transfer coefficients must also be  used. For impingement 
in the vane leading region, the correlation was taken from reference 55; for the vane 
lA- 2 2z e , ?'- .sllerxtion - - herein, this correlation reduced to 
lvi:er e '20 : 41k/nD, -& is the impingement flow ra te  per jet, and D is the nozzle diarn- 
"""c 
-- 
3te7*- O: t h e  midchord region, the impingement correlation of reference 63 was used; 
+ LS 
L-? ,,~r, vane of figure 4, since z /D < 6 ,  the potential core extends to the impingement 
n 
~ ~ ~ x l ? ~ ~ ~  cla~d v - 
a - "n* For the split trailing edge, a pin fin correlation 
 el-? Re - pvcd/ii was used. This correlation is obtained from the Coaburn factor. C 
Jtrer a nodal breakdown of the vane is made, enough information is now available to 
?reds 2 -  the vane temperatures. Iteration between the flow and heat-transfer jportions of 
t :e zn!cuiation program must be  made until the desired flow check results and the vane 
r~eta! 7 emperatures correspond to  the assumed values required for evaluation of the gas - 
~3 -r-,~:tai heat -transfer coefficients. Further details of metal temperature predictions 
a r e  giv$n in reference 70. 
Tt-. preceding metal temperature prediction methods were applied to the vane of fig- 
,J. *e  4,  snd  the results were compared with experimentally determined metal temper- 
,I.* :tree It sihould be noted that these comparisons a r e  for  the purpose of illustrating the 
prediction methods, and the correlations selected for use  may not necessa6-I 1.i~ i esuL sr 
the best comparison between predictions and experiment over the comple~e -care, 1- 
should also be  noted that, from the experiments, it was found that the inlet l o t  1 zae le .i - 
per ature at the midspan vane leading edge region only differed from the e f i e ~ L - ~ e  gaz
temperature by about 25' R; this inlet total temperature was therefore u:;ed II s k &  df 
the effective gas temperature for ease in calculation, 
The pr edicted chordwise temperature distribution was determined $0 r t l ~ e  r rds ;a.- 
portion of the vane when operating in the static cascade (fig. 6) at the followr?; :and - 
lions: TTi = 839 K (1050' F ) ,  TcYi = 301 K (87' F)? and $,/k = 0.053. This ; rediz ;x  g 
temperature distribution is shown as  the dashed curve in figure 34. ExperiArnee.-e~~aA ?73?e 
-- -- Analyt ica l  
0 Experimental 
-P ressure  sur face 
1.0 . 8  .6 . 4  .2 0 .2 . 4  .6 . 8  1.0 
Dimensionless sur face distance, x l L  
F igure  34. - Comparison of exper imental  and analyt ica l  vane tem-  
peratures for  cascade tests. T u r b i n e  in le t  temperature, 839 K 
( 1 0 5 0 ~  F); coolant i n le t  temperature, 304 K (87' F); coolant f low 
ratio, 0.053. 
temperature data for the same operating conditions in the static cascade a r c  s:!.cwn as 
the data points in figure 34. These data were obtained from m e a s u r e m e ~ ~ t s  by tkerLno- 
couples innbedded in the vane wall. Figure 34 shows good agreement between raleciaee~ 
and measured vane temperatures over most of the vane. The greatest divergence 
occurred in the midchord region, cooled by impingement. 
A similar figure compares calculated and measured temperatures for the sz=e -,evai3e 
under the following operating conditions in the engine (fig. 8): TTi = 1506 (2253' F) 
Tc, i = 299 K (78' F) , and Gc/G0 = 0.035. The dashed curve of figure 35 shows th i s  cl- b 
culated distribution; measured data points a r e  also shown for the same set 0% ergi~c:  31:- 
erating conditions. Although there were only half a s  many thermocouples on f:e ecgine 
vane a s  on the cascade vane, agreement between prediction and exper i rne~t  w?s rcrx- 
s%ta,;factu?ry. I I ~  should be noted that a more pronounced cusp at the vane leading edge is 
s * : o ~ ~ x  by i-he dashed line for the engine vane; unfortunately, the leading edge thermocou- 
ple did r?e? function during the engine tests .  Although the two figures show good agree- 
s ent bec ween predicted and measured vane temperatures, attempts to improve the pre- 
c,et;Dn ~ ~ e t h a d  re very much in order. In particular,  for the midchord region, figure 35 
s m i d s  t ba"  al the position just after the leading edge region, where there is little o r  no 
c-esxflow, the predicted temperatures a r e  lower than the measured temperatures, and a 
carrelatinn yielding a higher hc , mc than that of r eference 63 should be  used. Simi - 
l-rlly, nearer  the trailing edge where crossflow is considerably higher, the predicted 
tem:3erature is too large. 
----- Analyt ical  
0 Experimental 
. Dimensionless sur face distance, x/L 
Figure 35. - Comparison of experimental and analytical vane 
temperatures for  engine tests. Turb ine  in le t  temperature, 
1506 ~ ( 2 2 5 0 '  F); coolant in le t  temperature, 299 K (78' F); 
coolant f low ratio, 0.035. 
-3se cf 2 computer code which includes boundary layer effects on heat -transfer 
s,iouId be musidered. Research on the effect of turbulence and the location of the transi-  
t-WI poi;ir:~: "om laminar to turbulent flow is very much in order. Improved impingement 
a?d film cooling correlations should b e  obtained. In other words, the method of predict- 
i:lg vane meta l  temperatures used herein should b e  altered a s  results from research  in 
t'le areas noted above become available. 
Vace eemperakres  calculated by the method described above a r e  used a s  input to 
zasther nornputer program to  determine vane o r  blade life. A description of this life cal- 
c~lakior; procedure is presented in references 71 and 72. 
VANE AND BLADE FABRICATION AND STRUCTURAL PWOBLEIMS 
FILM-CONVECTION COOLED VANE 
Fabrication of vanes of this type (fig. 9(a)) on a production basis wi l l  be d r f f ~ c l t ,  
Prototype specimens for the experimental tes ts  were made at Lewis. The c~n-)-,ex and 
concave surfaces were made a s  separate halves from solid vane castings, The cuter 
surface of each half was used as-cast and the inside finned surface and the film (:0061ng 
holes were made by electrical discharge machining (EDM) on both halves, A separate 
piece made by EDM was used behind the leading edge to provide the impingeme~t  cooling 
hole array.  Sheet metal baffles were brazed to  the tops of the chordwise fins t c  Sorm the 
coolant passages. The impingement piece was properly positioned between the two 
halves of the vane and the halves were joined by electron beam welding along the le;adih~g 
and trailing edges. This fabrication procedure was satisfactory for the short  o>efaatia:g 
times required for research investigations. However, the joining t echniqjie us ed re- 
sulted in joints that had neither durability nor resistance to low cyclic fatigue, 
To improve this type of vane o r  blade fabrication, a composite blade joining ~ - I F Q ~ P B  r 
was initiated. Two joining methods, gas pressure welding and activated diPF~sion bra2 - 
ing, a r e  being investigated, under contracts NAS 3 -1049 1 and NAS 3 -1243 Z at Batf-elle 
Memorial Institute and the General Electric Company, respectively. The j s i n i ~ g  a$ 
materials such a s  TD Nickel Chromium and Udimet 700 to materials such as I31900 ~ 7 ^ d  
~ e n 6  80 a r e  under investigation. 
The joining processes a r e  illustrated in figure 36. In gas pressure welding, the 
NASA 
/ F i n n i n g  i n  flow di rect ion 
Coolant supply passage 
/ '. 
L' impingement area 
Figure 36. - Cooled blade fabrication. 
Gas p ressure  welding; 'xmperaiure, 367 K 
( ~ 0 0 ~  F); p ressure  6895 newtor; per  s q u a r l  
cent imeter  (10 000 psia!. 
Activated d i f fus ion  brazing; temperature, 
1478 K ( 2 2 0 0 ~  F); pressure, 6.895 nelvions 
per  square ceni imeter  (10 psiai. 
331;\,~ 13 k 2 ;zained a r e  placed within an evacuated, ligMweigM container and then welded 
rider alg - t ~ m ~ 3 e r a t u r e  and at a pressure on the order of 6895 newtons per square centi- 
-:cte_r :LC 030 psia) in an autoclave. However, the welding pressure is dependent on the 
13'1 g~r;l-il; I and materials to b e  joined. In activated diffusion brazing, a braze mate- 
iZ1 rs -239d .rlirViose composition closely matches that of, at least,  one of the parent mate- 
121s azd nela~cles a melting point depressant such as silicon. Brazing is done under a 
J ~ V  ;oressqxe on the order of 6. $95 ne&ons per square centimeter (I0 psia) applied 
_ ;:-o.~g$ ct,n".onred dies and at a temperature below the incipient melting point of the par-  
-3, ate'^ 1 ais, 
Sh1a7 test results at 1228 K (1750" F) of gas pressure welded, Udimet 700-B 1900, 
L c c e d  g 3: 9ir.g specimens a r e  presented in figure 37. The experiment numbers refer  to 
5 t h v  I-rll^-erenl autoclave runs o r  lots of Udimet 700 materials.  Each scat ter  band rep- 
: es %nts ".La rfrrom three specimens. The results demonstrate, generally, greater and 
?ola?- ~eproducible  joint strengths with fins parallel to the load direction rather than 
, -ii. : hrza transverse to the load direction. Thermal cycling has a more deleterious effect 
7 aPsT erse fins than on fins parallel to the load. 
Scai7er of specimens not  
the rma l  cycled 
Scatter of specimens therma l  cycled 
10 t imes f rom 294 K (70' F) t o  
1228 K (1750' F i  and exposed t o  200 h r  
oxidation at 1228 K t 17%" F) 
Specimens did not  fa i l  bu t  were over 
27 580 ~ l c m '  (40 000 psia) 
1 Average fo r  uncycled specimens 
u 0 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4  
Experiment number  
Fins paral le l  t o  load Fins t ransverse t o  load 
Figure 37. - Gas p ressure  welded flat Udimet 700-B1900 f inned  specimen jo in t  shear 
st rengths at 1228 K (1750' F). 
Stress  rupture tes t  resul ts  a t  1228 K (1750" F) of activated diffusion brazed Odr-r et 
T o o - R ~ ~ ;  80, butt and finned lap joints a r e  shown in figure 38 and reporled ira refer - 
ence 14. For  a BOO-hour s t r e s s  rupture life the butt joints demonstrate about 65 perccrtt 
of the comparable Udirnet 780 base mater ial  tensile strength. The butt joint d ~ t ;  I*-;Ti:r-c 
that the s t r e s s  rupture l ives of the joints improved af ter  180 hours exposu..;. ts c;:~5xh.ct I 
at 1228 K ( ~ ' 1 5 0 ~  F) in an air atmosphere. The additional t ime at elevated l.;-~~yld-,;':-c 
probably promoted further diffusion of silicon f rom the  braze into the  pa9.en.L ai,zt?r ZJS  
Shear s t r e s s  rulpture strengths were only slightly lower than tensi le  stress ruppr c 
A Udimet 700 base mater ia l  ( tension) 
0 Udimet 7 0 0 - ~ e n $ 8 0  tens i le  bu t t  jo ints 
I? Udimet 700-Rene 80 shear lap jo ints 
w i th  f i ns  paraijei t o  load 
0 Udimet 700-Rene 80 shear lap jo ints 
w i th  f i n s  t ransverse t o  load 
Solid symbols denote specimens exposed t o  
oxidation at 1233 K (1760' F )  for  100 h r  
r Udimet 700 base 
,' stress r u p t u r e  
,' properties 
Time, h r  
Figure 38. - Activated di f fus ion brazed Udimet 700-Rene 80 
jo int  stress r u p t u r e  st rengths at 1228 K (1750' F). 
s trengths.  The short-t ime Udimet '100-~en& $0 joint shear  strengths shown orp tx:s 3::- 
t r e m e  left of figure 38 a r e  s imilar  t o  the average short-t ime shear  strengths sIqosc;r ir: 
f igure 37 for gas p re s su re  welded joints. The joint strengths with both joini ~g orJczsses 
appear adequate for most rotor  blade applications. As a final tes t  of the activate. c7;ff.c-- 
sion brazing method, both TD NiCr and Udimet 700 finned shells were successFdlS~, 
brazed Lo the airfoils of Rent5 80 production blades (see ref.  14). 
FULL-COVERAGE FILM COOLED VANES 
Laminated Sheet Metal Vane 
The full-coverage film cooled vane, which was investigated under contract NAS 
6 f 
3 -79 913, is made of sheet metal laminates formed into an airfoil shell. This type of 
structure is feasible for a vane since excellent sheet materials,  such a s  TD nickel chro- 
rniuna, are suitable for vanes. However, sheet metal construction imposes a temper - 
ature penalty on rotor blades for advanced airbreathing engines because the best sheet 
materials a r e  inferior in high temperature strength capability to the better cast materials 
for the centrifugal s t r e s s  levels that rotor blades would have to withstand. 
.Another potential problem that may be  encountered with this type of vane is a cyclic 
ballooning of the entire airfoil during cyclic testing. Initially, in cascade tests  at static 
can&it40ns, airfoil ballooning was found to  b e  a problem. This was solved by stiffening 
the i,aside of the shell with more laminates. However, there can still b e  enough move- 
ment of the pressure and suction sides under cyclic operation to cause longitudinal 
fatigue cracks at the leading edge in a relatively short time. It remains to be  seen 
whether t h i s  problem can b e  solved by further stiffening of the vane. 
Laminated Platelet Vane 
This laminated configuration which was investigated under contract NAS 3-10495, is 
also fabricated from sheet metal and, therefore, has the same  material property limita- 
tio- k ~ b  - with regard to rotor blades a s  the laminated sheet metal vane. However, this con- 
fibW-at.$ion presents an opportunity to tailor the coolant passage dimensions to the specific 
eo~!~er& requirements of the vane. 
The laminated platelet vane was fabricated with laminates stacked in the spanwise 
direction. These laminates were al l  of the same contour and, therefore, were relatively 
cheap to photoetch; whereas radial platelets, each with a different contour would be  con- 
siderably more expensive to  photoetch. Tensile tes ts  at 1255 K (1800' F) of specimens 
cut f m m  excess material around the vanes showed joint strengths to  b e  equal to the mate- 
r ia l  t r a ~ s v e r s e  strength. However, radial platelets a r e  structurally necessary for rotor 
blades since a weak bond on a laminate will not cause a catastrophic failure a s  it would 
with platelets stacked in the spanwise direction. Another reason for the superiority of 
sadid platelets is that sheet materials a r e  usually stronger in the longitudinal (radial) 
direction khan in the short t ransverse direction. However, since radial platelets have 
neat as yet been investigated, their rea l  advantages o r  disadvantages cannot b e  fully 
assessed. 
TRANS PIRATION COOLED VANE 
The porous shell of the transpiration cooled vane is fabricated by winding wire over 
a removable mandrel and putting the resultant porous material through rollllng and s in -  
tering operations to give it structural integrity a s  described in reference 73. The pores 
of this wire-form material a r e  in the range of 5 to  40 micrometers in diametero There- 
fore, the porous shell can be  considered an ideal transpiration cooling material. 
The main problem in applying transpiration cooling to turbine blades o r  vanes has 
been the sus  eeptibility of the porous materials to flow restriction because sf oxidation, 
Once significant oxidation s t a r t s ,  the metal temperature r i ses  and further aeeelerales 
the  oxidation and flow restriction process. An obvious method for alleviat51g the oxida- 
tion problem is to increase the pore s izes .  However, this involves a departlare from 
ideal transpiration cooling and a possible reduction in cooling effectiveness, 
The laminated sheet metal specimen shown in figure 14@) is an example of a full 
coverage film cooled material with relatively large coolant passages (see fig. 96~)). 
From figure 14@) it  is apparent that the laminated sheet metal material has fewer but 
larger  openings than the wire-form material,  although the minimum constrjetions do not 
l ie  at the sheet surface. The minimum constrictions a r e  from 3 to 20 times the sizes of 
those in the wire-form sheet. 
The internal structures of these materials a r e  described in reference 73 for "he 
wire-form material and in reference 29 for the laminated material. 
A comparison of the oxidation characteristics of wir e-form and laminate -fc~rm po - 
rous sheets of the same permeabilities and fabricated from the same material (Hastelogr 
X) is reproduced from reference 1 in figure 39. After 600 hours exposure i n  air at 
1256 K ( 1 8 0 0 ~  F) the laminated material still retained about 75 percent of its original 
flow, whereas the wire-form material showed complete flow obstruction in 350 hours at 
Wire  fo rm t ransp i ra t ion  cool ing mater ia l  
---- Full-coverage f i lm-cool ing mater ia l  
Exposure time, h r  
Figure 39. - Effect of oxidation o n  coolant flow. 
1256 *< 1183d" F). Flow data on wire-form specimens fabricated from GE 1541 (iron + 
r Yroaz 2c.m i s numinum + 1 percent yktrium) alloy after various oxidation exposures a r e  
a l s o  p - ~ e s  e ~ t e d  in figure 39. The GE I54 B material showed no flow reduction after 600 
?c--?s I Z X ~ J G S U : ~ ~  at 1256 K (1800' F) and represents a significant advance in the state-of- 
6 :?-a. t n  anspiration cooling at elevated temperatures. 
Tr1.2 G7-E i 541 wire-form porous material was developed by the Filter Division of the 
B e ~ 5 . x  2a;parationm under contract NAS 3 -10477. The main fabrication problem involved 
s i z t e~ i r ;  ii! the GE 1541 wires. The wires have an extremely adherent oxide which not 
ci'y -a:Aake~t~ them against further oxidation but makes sintering very difficult. However, 
B~32'7di~ dbie to develop a process for producing good sinter bonds in porous material 
r x s e  lrgm GE I541 wire. The main features of this process a r e  (1) winding the wire 
6-1 $r c. staruaiess steel mandrel and then overwrapping it  with molybdenum or  tungsten 
vr-re: a ~ d  (2) sintering the assembly in a vacuum furnace for 4 hours at 1478 K (2200' F). 
P:.essu+e is applied to the GE I541 wires during sintering by the differential thermal ex- 
panskr ,  between the overwrap and the mandrel. A parting compound is used to prevent 
t , 2 ~  S3 1541 irom being bonded to the overwrap or  the mandrel. 
Urtaer previous contracts Bendix s creened 12 oxidation-r esistant allo ys for turbine 
b k d e  ~ranspirat ion cooling (ref.  74). On the basis  of these tes ts ,  four alloys were 
ek ssec b r  further study in wire form (ref.  75). In reference 76 a method is presented 
f ~ r  am-?tiearly determining the flow reduction from oxidation of wire-form sheets over 
a wide range of permeabilities using only oxidation data from wire specimens such as  was 
cbtaiz4,e." in reference 75. 
?~-le21?c r~lade and vane life is acknowledged to b e  a function of the interaction be- 
t w l e z  i':ermizli fatigue, creep, and vibratory fatigue as  well a s  oxidation and hot corro- 
sfon effects With this in mind a facility was built that has the capability of being able to 
p . ~  .s&dc.e tkese phenomena individually and in combinations in cooled airfoil test  spec- 
Srzens, Thjs facility is the Hot Gas Facility for Turbine Blade Life Research. 
A schematic of the facility is delineated in figure 40. The facility uses combustion 
~ i r  a.; 9-essares  up to 113.7 newtons per square centimeter (150 psig) and at flow ra tes  
from 1. 36 t;:, 2. 27 kilograms per second (3 to 5 lb/sec). The a i r  enters the facility at 
r scbi temperature and passes into the combustor assembly. The combustor assembly 
cc-~sists cf a preburner and a main burner. Ln the preburner the temperaturr? of the a i r  
.s raese3 fro:% ambient to 861 K ( 1 0 0 0 ~  F).  In the main burner additional he:,t is added 
~ r r i s i r g  ih twmperature to a preselected value between 1367 K (2000' F) ,~nd 1922 K 
, ~ j ] o ~ "  3)
Load capability 
13 600 kg (30 000 Ibf steady-state tensic!? 
14540 kg (110 000 Ibf vibratory tension 
589 - 922 K (600' - 1200' F) 
'Ba 0.136 - 0.318 kglsec (0.3 - 0.7 Ibmlsec) ch 
st section 
. ainber 
Flow control valve Back ;iressl.;re 
valve 
Cooling air heater J' 




1 $ 1  Load cylinder -/ S 
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Figure 40. - Hot-gas facility for thermal fatigue testing. 
The temperature o i  the a i r  leaving the combustor is cycled between 811 K (1~~0" P) 
and some selected t e m p e r a h r e  level between 1361 R (2000' F) and 1922 K (3000' ?) 6 u m -  
ing test  operations. The high temperature level, temperature ramps,  and hold ,;-1=e, 2 
desired at the high temperature level, a r e  selected beforehand. These are then ?-a- 
grammed on a curve follower. The curve follower produces a signal that is the; sses  to 
control fuel Bow and thus automatically controls the temperature characteristrcs cf  l h s  
facility. One temperature cycle consist of a ramp up from 811 K (~000'  F: 10 a 7 2 s -  
lected high temperature level, a hold t ime which usually varies from 0 to 30 T ~ . ~ L I : P S  
and a ramp down to the $11 K (1000' F) base temperature. 
Viewing ports a r e  provided on both sides of the horizontal centerline of the .est see-  
tion to permit optical viewing of the test specimen and infrared-photogram met.?; - 
temperature measurements of the test specimen surface. The internal surface cf ;he 
test  section is contoured to induce velocity gradients across the chord of t h e  tes, syec - 
imen similar to those found in engine operation. A servo-controlled, closed -Ioap, - 
draulic loading system is installed at the test section to apply an axial mechaEic2l :sacL 
to the test specimen. This loading system has the capacity to  apply a load of 2; iq IS 6aC 
ri1ogrs1.i~ (30 000 Ib) to the test  specimen to simulate centrifugal forces in the turbine 
>lade. Ir adaition a t  a hold t ime o r  steady-state condition an alternating load of up to 
4 5 4 0  klilograrns (rt1O 000 lb) can b e  superimposed on the steady-state load to simulate a 
ribl-story cc-undition at frequencies from 25 to 60 hertz. The loading system is pro- 
,rammed le be synchronous with the temperature program allowing the combined sys  - 
errs to simulate a wide variety of engine conditions. Vitiated cooling a i r  at temper- 
-~tnrss up to 922 K (1200' F) is provided to cool the test  specimen. The flow rates in 
:hie syslem are between 0. 136 to 0.318 kilogram per second (0.3 to 0.7 lb/sec). The 
aeility is designed for automatic operation. 
Co3tifiuous recording devices a r e  provided to measure program variables and cycles 
.bpplied, Provisions a r e  incorporated to select a predetermined number of cycles for the 
test program and then shut down the system automatically once this has been attained. 
The test specimen used in this facility is cast from the material to  b e  investigated. 
The tese specinnen consist of a hollow airfoil, 10. 16 centimeters (4 in. ) long, with a 
chord sf 5.88 centimeters (2  in. ) and a nominal wall thickness of 0.152 centimeter 
(3.060 in.  ). Being hollow, the test specimen can be  used with a variety of cooling con- 
figaratiors, 
SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
This seport has provided an overall summary of NASA Lewis Research Center r e -  
sea-ch OP turbine cooling. Some of the more  important conclusions and indications of the 
airectieall future research  should take a r e  a s  follows: 
1, For a convection cooled turbine, reduction in cooling a i r  temperature o r  in- 
crez~ses iz allowable metal temperature results  in lower required coolant flow ra tes  than 
can be obtained by improving convection efficiency of the configuration. Convection cool- 
kng beccwes more difficult a s  chord s ize  decreases. 
2. At very high gas temperatures, film, impingement, and transpiration cooling may 
ke required in any air-cooled configuration. Fuel cooling is a possible cooling method at 
these very high gas temperatures. 
3, Iwprovernents in fabrication techniques and improved material oxidation res is t -  
a?@e can be a large benefit to the cooling methods required for very high gas temperature 
cperati01.s because of the complicated configurations involved and oxidation problems en- 
countered in very small  passages. 
4, From similarity considerations, vane and blade temperatures determined exper - 
ine9talllq %or low values of gas and coolant temperatures can b e  scaled to estimate vane 
a.ad blade t emperatures for elevated values of gas and coolant temperatures. 
5. Additional fundamental heat-transfer research is required in order I s  improve 
vane and blade temperature prediction methods. Boundary layer studies, turbuience ef - 
f ects , transition from laminar to turbulent flow, cros sflow impingement and f i lm COG in:. 
a r e  some areas where further information would be useful. 
6. Turbine life is influenced by many structural,  cooling, and environmental "+ ~ a ~ ~ o r s ,  
A program is being initiated on a turbine r ig  to evaluate the importance of these ' Iv~ricus 
factors and to develop life prediction methods applicable to air  -cooled turbine vanes ard  
blades. 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, June 10, 1971, 
720-03. 
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